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CHAPTER I.-Young Wild West' s "Huri-y-Up
.
Call."

i#~.J,l'S

possessed was his wonderful coolnes:
of
dangeT, ~nd his determination to always do Tight,
and do 1t well. He was an athlete, quick as a
It was a rather warm afternoon jn early fall, flash, and knew how to fight with any sort of
n few vears ago, when Young Wild West and weapon, and with _his h~nds, too. Wild always
his two' partners, Cheyenne Charlies and Jim W?re a fancy huntmg suit of buckskin, that was
Dart, aeeompanied by Hop Wah, the Chinaman, trimmed elaborately with scarlet silk fringe
who worked for them in the capacity of man-of- though when it was too warm he doffed t11c coat
all-woi;k, arrived at the army post that was sit- ~d usually appeared in a blue silk shirt. Nothuated in the southeastern part ·of Wyoming.
mg was too good for him in the way of dress
A band of savage Sioux warriers numbering for he had_ been v:ery l~ck~ wl:,en a boy of six:
about a hundred weTe on the warpath, wreaking teen, and smce strikmg rt x1ch m the Black Hills
death and destruction to the settlers and ranch- he had ll€Ver seen the day when he wanted fo-..•
men of that region, and our hero had received money to pay his e.i rpenses in makil~ trips
a "hurry-up call" to come with his partners to through the West and Southwest, in search of
help crush the uprising. It so happened that adventure.
they were in Weston, Dakota, at the time, and
Cheyenne Charlie was a tall man something
leaving the girls there, they had hastened to tne like ten years th-e senior of the dashing young
p·o st without delay. The Chinaman had coaxed deadshot, .and he ha.d served six years as a sc.out
hard to come with them that Wild, as the for the aTmy in the Indian wars .and uprisings.
dashing boy hero of many thrilling adventures Re was as much experienced as a man could well
was called by his friends and acquaintances, had be in that line, but lacked the ability to hold !us
.consented. Hop was not what might be called a temper in check, which at times had got him
professional cook, but he knew enough about the into serious difficulties. When the scout became
business to turn out a meal that was wen worth acquainted with dashing Young Wild West he
eating; and having proved to be valuable to them had taken to him at once, for he saw in i-llll,
jn many ways, it was thought by the three that
boy that he was, a real leader. Since that time
he mig11t come in handy on this trip.
Charlie lmd been proud to be called a partner
Though but a boy in years, Young Wild West of the boy.
Jim Dart was about Wild's age. He had been'
had earned a reputation that many a man would
bave been proud to have, and all because of his born and reared in the West, and like our hero,
daring deeds in and out of the saddle. Many he hardly knew what the word fea1· meant. He
times had he helped to suppress the Indian up- was always ready to do his part, whether it was
risings, and for the p~t year or two he had fun or fighting, but n eve1· had a great deal to
carried a document which bore the seal of the. say. One might search the world over and not
United States Gove;rnment, and which ranked him find another trio, who were so well in harmony,
not only as a scout but as an adviser to any of- and who coirld accomplish as much as Young
ficer who was acting upon his own judgment at Wild West and his partners.
W.e might as well say right here that Hop
t.he time. .The boy's knowledge of Indi:an warfare was so complete that his judgment at crit- Vv ah was not a common Chinee. By that we
ical t~es was m1surpassed, and many were the refer to his intelligence and capabilities. The
lives that had been saved by it. Of medium fact was that he was a ;,,rery clever magician, a
height and weight, handsome and dashing, and sort of chemist, a professional card shar1> and a
with a wealth of long light chestnut hair hanging lover of practical jtiking. But he was no fighter.
over his shoulders, he certainly made the picture He could not be taught to shoot straight even.
of a true young Wesferner. But when we say Howev:er, he :tm1de up for this by his magic,
that he had won the title of Champion Deadshot which he had used successful1y many times among
of the West, and that he was always ready to the bad Indians of all tribes. T hat was why our
defend ff against all comer,, it will be se@ that J1ero had brought him along. Hop ha d one f ailbe was something above the Western crack shots ing, and that was that he was rather fond of
in th.at line. But pxobably the best quality he wJ1isky, which he always called "tanglefoot ," he

so
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having heard it called that when he was learning
to speak "pidgin-English" at the Nevada mining camps.
This brief description of our friends will suffice, since the majority of our readers are well
acquainted with them, anyhow. It was fifty miles
from Weston to the army post, but by starting
at daylight in the morning, Young Wild West
had reached it before the middle of the afternoon.
His gallant sorrel stallion, which had never found
his match for b0th speed and endurance, had set
a hot pace for the otlier horses, but had brought
them through , all right, and as they galloped up
and halted at the post there was a stir right
away among the two. dozen cavalrymen there.
It so jlappened that ·nearly all the cavalry and
.infantry had been · sent away, and with a bare
twenty-four men under his command, Colonel
Disbury; who was in charge of the post, felt the
need of some one to aid him in gathering in the
rebellious Sioux braves.
When the news came to him the day before
that the savage old chief called Red Foot was
on the warpath, and that he had raided and
burned two ranches on the North Platte river,
well up near it~ source, the colonel, who was suffering from an attack of the gout, was wrought
to a fit of uneasiness. But it happened that one
of the cowboys, who had brought the news, had
met Young Wild West two days before, as our
friends were on their way to the little mining
town in the Black Hills, and when he offered to
ride to Weston with a message to the dashing
boy hero the colonel had accepted right away,
and thus was the "hurry-up call" received by
our hero. The cowboy bringing the message
waited to give his horse a rest before starting
on the return trip, and thus it was that our
friends got to the post ahead of him. Colonel
Disbury knew Young Wild West very well, and
when it was announced that he had arrived, the
dashing young deadshot was promptly admitted
to his presence. All formalities were done away
with, and with a "How do you do, Wild?" the
army officer put out his hand.
"Pretty well, colonel," replied the boy. "There
is trouble with the redskins, eh?"
"Yes, and it couldn't come in a worse time,
my boy."
The colonel looked at his swollen foot, which
was resting upon a pillowed campstool, and
winced.
"It's lucky that I heard that cowboy s·ay you
were heading for Weston. It made me feel easier
right away. The troops are all away, some of
them two or three hundred miles, at that. That
uprising of the Savage Sioux, as the cowboys call
it, must be squashed right away. I know what
you and your partners can do, and I want you
to work as you never did before."
"All right, colonel. You can bet that we won't
be long in locating them, and then it will be
quite easy to bring them to terms.
"I thought you were down in Arizona somewhere, and when I heard you were up- here, I
was delighted," went on the commander of the
post. "You can start out as soon as possible.
But I can't let you have but fifteen men. They
a,·e the ·pick of Company G, though, a.1d have

been dubbed the 'Fighting Fifteen.' It is lucky
that I didn't let them go, Wild. I know you will
like them all, from Second Lieutenant Gibson
.
down."
"If they are anything like you say, colonel,
that will be enough," replied our hero. "My
. partners and myself will do the scouting, and
they can do the fighting. Of course we will have
to do our share of that, too."
"Of course. Wild, you ought to go into the
army. It is a pity that you could not have been
sent to West Point a year or two ago. You would
make one of the best generals this country ever
produced, with a little age over your head."
"Thank you for the compliment," and Wild
laughed. "But I much prefer the sort of life I
am leading. I am as free as the air, you know,
and I can go and come when I like. But you
know quite well that I am never more pleased
than when I am helping the army. I have no
use for bad redskins, anyhow. The task I am
undertaking is pleasing to me, just because the
rebels are called the Savage Sioux. Old Red
Foot is a tricky chief, I know, and it may be
that he has a very bad lot of braves under him.
But they are all bad enough when they take
the notion to start out to kill and plunder the
settlers. vVrite out your orders, colonel. I am
ready to go at a minute's notice."
"That is the kind of talk I like. But your
horses must be pretty well played out."
"Oh! they ,vill last all r ight until sunset. I
think that part of it will be all right.''
"Just as you say, then. I will call an orderly
and have a week's rations put right away. I
would send a wagon, but I have no driver. We
are so short-handed here that things are in a
desperate strait."
"Well, we are going to take our Chinaman
alon?,, and reckon he could drive the wagon, colonel.'
"Is that so ? Just the thing. I will see to it
at once, then."
Colonel Disbury was not long in writing the
papers that Wild wanted, and then he told him
to go to Second Lieuten>1nt Gibson and call for
an inspection 'of the "Fighting Fifteen." Our
hero bowed himself out after the brief interview,
and then he promptly sought his partners.
"Well, everything is all right, boys," he said .
"We are going to start this afternoon. It might
be well for Hop to give the horses a good rubbing down after they have eaten. We will leave
in about an hou1·, for it will take that time to
make preparations. We are going to have fifteen cavalrymen with us, and the colonel says
they are called the 'Fighting Fifteen.' That
sounds pretty good, but we will have a chance to
see what they are made of, I reckon.''
"I reckon so, Wild," the scout answered, shrugging his shoulders. "But ther most of ther cavalrymen I've seen is all right, if they have got a
good leader. I reckon they'll have that now,
too.''
"Wild will be the real leader, of course," spoke
up Jim Dart.
"Well, Gibson, a second lieutenant, will be in
command," our hero answered. "Of course I
have the paper that really puts me in command.
But I don't mean to do anything that will be--
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little him, if he is the right sort c,f a fellow. - I
don't know as I ev'er met him. We will go and
see him now."
They found that the colonel had already sent
word, and the fifteen cavalrymen came out and
lined up for inspection. Our hero and his partners looked them over one at a time, and then
gave a satisfied nod.
"I like your looks, boys," he said. "Now, then,
if we don't catch the band of Savage Siomc, as
they are called, and give them the worst beating
they ever had in their lives, my n a me is not
_
Young Wild West."
"Boys," said the lieutenant, "you may give
three cheers for Young Wild West, if you like."
The words were hardly out of his mouth when
fifteen mouths opened and a cheer went up that
echoed over the prairie. Some of the men had
seen our hero and his partners before, and they
-h--r..ew just the kind orstuff they were made of.
Lieutenant Gibson was very glad to meet them,
and he ass ured the young deadshot that he was
Teady to act upon his advice in all matters concerning the mission they were about to start on.
It was just about an hour later when they were
ready to start. Hop, the Chinaman, seemed well
pleased with his job at driving the provision
wagon, and he sat on the seat, bowing and smiling as the cavalrymen rode up before the quarters of the colonel, before leaving the post. Five
minutes later the start was made.
It was nearly four o'clock in the afternoon
when Young Wild West and his partners set out
with the cavalrymen to find the band of Sioux
Indians which had been murdering and plundering the ranchmen and settlers along the upper
uart qf the Northern Platte. There was one
thing which suited our hero perfectly, and that
was that of the fifteen men Colonel Disbury had
assigned to him, there was not one of them
whom he felt he could not put the utmost confidence in.
As they rode along he learned from the second
lieutenant that they had received the nickname
of the "Fighting Fifteen" because they had routed a band of over fifty Brules some three months
before, capturing the chief and many other prisoners, and escaping without a serious wound.
Jt was a daring exploit, and they all felt proud
of it. But from the reports they had received,
the hundred warriol'S under the lead of old Red
Foot were about as bad as any to be found in
the Sioux nation.
The chief himself had long been noted for his
cruelty and merciless manner in which he treated
the white captives he got hold of, and a s he had
picked the band himself, there was no doubt but
that he had selected those of his own kind in
that respect. Young Wild West expressed himself confidently that they would have no trouble
in breaking up this band, and the cavalrymen
cheered him when he said it.
Before they had gone a mile from the post,
those who had never met the young deadshot and
his partners before had learned enough from
those who baa to convince them that they stood
head and shoulders above any others who might
have been selected to act as scouts for them. It
was near sundown when they came to the river,
and so Wild advised Lieutenant Gibson to go
intQ camp. They had seen no Indian signs thus
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fai-, which showed that t he r edskins were not
aware that there were so few men at the post .
If they had known the circumstance s, they might
have taken it in their heads t o make a raid and
carry off the provisions and ammunition that was
stored there.
So far, the reports indicated that they had
merely been riding about the country on both
sides of the river, raiding ranches and houses of
settlers as they came to them. As many as a
Elozen people had been cruelly slain, so it was
said, and now old Red Foot was heading to t he
east in search of fresh game. As H op, assisted
by two or thi:ee of the men, was putting the
camp in shape, Wild turned t o the lieutenant and
said:
"I reckon we ought to strike the trail of the
red demons some time to-morrow morning. W e
will start out early in the morning, and I will
ride ahead with my partners and see what we
can find . As soon as we do strike the trail one
of us will come back and inform you. Then you
can push on as fast as you can."
"All right, Wild," was the reply, and t he officer
nodded his head to show that he was in perfect
accord with what the dashing young deadshot
said.
As- the sun went down and the shades of night
began to fall, the party sat down to a warm
meal, which was well cooked and satisfying to
them. The Chinaman had a hand in this, and
his knowledge of cooking had added materially
to the quality of the meal. The cavalrymen were
all in a good humor, for they did not seem to
think that they had started on a pe1·ilous undertaking, even if the band of redskins they were
after was called the Savage Sioux.

CHAPTER II.-The Indians Are Located.
Young Wild West was one of the fast to awaken the next morning, and when he rose a bright
glow in the east indicated that it was going to
be a good day. He quickly aroused Hop Wah,
and advised him to hurry and get the breakfast.
Hop began singing the moment he appeared, and
the result was that the cavalrymen were soon
awakened. Then the work of getting the breakfast ready and looking after the horses began.
They were camped within a few yards of the
river bank, so ther e was no lack of water for
man and beast. Before they sat down to breakfast Wild held a short consultation with Lieutenant Gibson, the result being that our hero and
his partners wer e to ri de on and try and locate
the redskins immediately after breakfast.
The sun was up when our hero and his partners started off. Wild was simply acting on
what he had heard, and he did not know e.cactly
in what direction to go in order to find the S&vage Sioux band. But if half was true that had
been reported by t he cowboys it must be that
the redskins were net far away. The three rode
along at a gallop, keeping close to the river.
They had all been that way before, and they
knew that there was a small settlement something like twenty miles up the river. It was
only a collection of less than a dozen log shanties; still it might be called a settlement. Those
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who lived there hunted and trapped and did
enough farming to furnish food for themselves
and families. A twenty-mile ride was not considered much by Young Wild West and his partners, and before an hour and a half had elapsed
they had covered the distance.
The little settlement had been on the other
side of the river, which was nothing more than
a narrow creek at that point. We say had been
there, for it was not there now. The ashes of
the log cabins could be seen in heaps here and
there, but there was no sign of anything in the
line of human being there, neither was there a
place where one might find shelter. The Savage
Sioux had made the destruction complete. The
)hree horses quickly forded the stream, and then
in less than a minute they reached the sp!?t
where the piles of ashes were. Many of the fogs
had not burned completely, and in one instance
one of them was still afire. Young Wild West
dismounted and his partners followed suit. Then
they made an examination of the spot. They
were nr;t long in finding some dead bodies among
the ruins.
"Boys," said Wild, his eyes flashing with determination, "this is the first real evidence we
have had that the Sioux are on a murderous
raid. We have seen with our own eyes the result of their fiendish work, and now it is for us
to get right down to business and locate them.
I don't care if there are two hundred of them,
instead of only one hundred, as is reported.
With the Fighting Fifteen at our back we will
go through them like a whirhrind and wipe them
off the face of the earth. But those who have
done this foul work must pay the penalty, and
unless they surrender when we catch them, they
must drop as though the-y were hungry wolves."
"That's ther way ter talk, Wild," exclaimed
the scout, his face biightening up. "Jest let
me git sight of ther measly co:rotes."
"I reckon we can get them all right," observed
Jim Dart quietly, though it could be seen that
the boy was not a little agitated over the horrible sight before them.
There was really nothing that our friends
could do to better the conditions just then, so
they mounted their horses and took the trail
made by the redskins. It led off to the southe8:st,
and it was plain enough for them to follow with
the greatest of ease, though it had no doubt been
made two or three days before. To the practiced
eyes of our friends it was not difficult for them
to estimate that there were all of a hundred of
the savages. Where the hoofprints sh~wE:d the
plainest it could be seen that t~e ma)Or1t~ of
the ponies were not shod. But 1t makes little
difference t0 an Indian whether his steed is shod
or not. When he starts on the warpath he has
no pity for the animal he rides, as a rule.
There are exceptions to this, of course, as now
and then an Indian can be found who is kind
to his horse. With the sun not very high, our
friend s knew that they had a good chance of
linding fmther evidence of the foul work o~ the
Sioux before noon came, as they rode on swiftly,
only pausing now and then to give their horses
a breathing spell. It was just before noon when
they !!ame to a small cattle ranch that lay at the
foot of a· high ridge. This, too, had bean burned,

but there were plenty of cattle to be seen scattered along the level stretch to the south.
No doubt Red Foot had taken all the cattle he
felt in need of, but could not take all, because he
had no way of disposing of them and thus obtaining money. No dead bodies were to be
found here, and this made Wild and his partners
feel a little relieved, for they had expected to
see the gruesome evidence of a slaughter. They
rested for a little over half an hour, eating some
of the rations they had broc.-ght with them, but
not taking the trouble to kindle a fire. It was
not necessary to do this anyhow, as they had '
nothing in the way of cooking utensils with
them.
Once more they took the broad trail whic]1
went winding toward the grass land. Something
like fifteen miles to the left the mountains reared
themselves to a perpendicular height, and toward
the frowning cliffs the tr'!i.il ran.
"There's where we will find them, boys," said
Wild, as he nodded toward the first real evidence
of the mountains, though they really were upon
the uplands when they crossed the river.
"That's right, Wild," the scout answered.
"There's where ther sneakin' redskins is, you
kin bet."
On rode the three, and nearer came the cliffs.
In three hours they were so cloae to them that
it occurred to our hero that they had better leave
the trail and work their way to them so that
they might proceed without the possibility of being observed by the redskins, who must certainly
be on the watch. He suggested this to Charlie
and Jim, and they promptly agreed with him.
But they always agreed with him anyhow, for
their experience had taught them that his judgment was far superior to theirs. When they
reached the foot of the cliffs which arose in almost a perpendicc.lar fashion, for the most part,
they rode along rather slowly, feeling sure that
they would again find the trail two or three n'liles
below.
They were right in this conjecture, for when
they had covered just about two miles they came
to it. A ravine ran obliquely through the ridge
at this point, and the trail led into this. Oaks
and pines were plentiful the1·e, and; selecting
one of the taller of the pines, our hero nodded to
Jim and said:
"Now, then, when you have rested up a bit
you can go up that tree and take a look around,
Jim. You are about the best climber I ever met,
and I know you like to do such work."
Jim was not long in getting ready for the
climb. When he once started he went up the
pine with the agility of a squirrel. When a
little more than halfway to the top he looked
down into a little valley that was hemmed in on
all sides by jagged cliffs, and saw the Indians
they had been trailing. He was not much surprised, and after taking in the scene to his full
satisfaction, he started to descend the tree. Just
as he dropped to the ground a savage yell sounded from below them, and, rushing to the edge of
the cliff, Young Wild West and his partners saw
half a dozen Indians riding away toward the
mouth of the ravine. But that was not all! The
red fiends had the horses of our friends with
them!
·
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the band could 1,ot be seen from where our hero
was, since there was quite a bend in the ravine.,
and it was a good half mile farther on. On
came the six Sioux, lc;,;iking behind them now ano
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, then as they came.
when he saw that their horses had been stolen
This made our hero come to the conclusion that
by the redskins. "What do yer think of that?"
-~hey must think that the owners of the three
"They caught us napping, after all, Charlie," h<>rses must be somewhere around by the foot of
Wild answered coolly. "Maybe they saw us the cliff. This was all the better, if they did
leave the horses there and start to climb up here, think that way, for it gave him a chance to surand maybe they didn't. They might have come prise them. Holding a revolver in his left hand
upon them accidentally, and don't know where and grasping the hilt of his hunti-:-ig knife with
we are. But there is one thing about it: We the right, he waited. The next minute they were
must get at least one horse as soon as possible, near enough, and then he stepped behind a boulso word can be got to Lieutenant Gibson."
der and prepared himself for the attempt to get
"I reckon I'll git one right now then.. Wild."
the horses. He did not spring out suddenly, but
The scout raised his rifle and placed it to his stepped out softly, and with a quick flash of his
knife cut the rope close to the nose of Jim's
shoulder.
"Hold on!" said our hero. " There is no use in horse. The animal at once came to a stop.
_!r.tting the redskins know just where we are. I
Slash! Slash ! The other two were set free
think I have a better plan than that."
in the same manner. · The Indians were letting
As they thought they might have to use their their horses walk now, and they did not notice
ropes in climbing the cliff, they had brought the slackening of the lariats. They were talking
them with them. Lariat in hand, the young in low voices; no doubt about the clever theft
deadshot haste11ed along and soon reached a point they had made. Wild lost no time in heading
that overlooked the ravine. It was easily eighty the three horses the other way, and then he
feet to the ground, but he knew that two lariats swung himself upon the back of the sorrel. The
would answer the purpnse.
i~telligent animal gave a whinny of delight as
"Tie yours to tbis, Charlie," he said. "Hurry his young master took charge of him. If the
a little. I want you to let me down there. I horse had been human he would not have done
am going to get the horses."
this, for it was bound to make the Indians look
Wild had the noose under his arms before he around. They turned, and when they saw the
-was ready, and then, as Dart took hold of the dashing boy with the long hair on one of the
rope near him, he unhesitatingly swung himself horses they had stolen they were about as much
over the cliff, holding on with his hands until he surprised as they ever were in their lives. They
knew it was safe to let go. Then down he went, could not account for his presence there, and for
his two partners being careful not to let the t~e space of a second or two they remained inacrope scrape against the sharp rock that formed tive. Then one of them let out a yell, and, turnthe edge of the cliff. There were so mar.y bushes ing his horse, made for the boy.
A revolver showed in his hand, and thengrowing out from the face of the cliff that formed one side of the rather narrow ravine that the Crack ! Wild fired without the least hesitation
biggest part of the time the boy could not be and the brave threw up his hands and dropped
seen by his companions. They could not even from the saddle. But true to their savage nacatch a glimpse of him when he reached the ture, the other started for him. Crack! Crack!
ground below, but a quick jerk upon the rope told Crack! Three times did Young Wild West's gun
bark, and as each report sounded a painted Sioux
them that he had got there safely.
It was just then that they caught sight of the fell from the back of his pony. This was a
Indians riding up the ravine. There were just little too much for the two remainiug ones and
.;h., of them, and they were taking it leisurely, no wheeling their steeds around, they rode fo~· the
doubt hoping that they would be pursued, so they camp as fast as they could get over the ground.
might catch the owners of the horses. Mean- Wild could not bring himself to fire at them
while our hero had removed the rope from his for they had their backs to him, and as he had
body and stepped into a little cleft. He had no- gained his point, he was satisfied, anyhow. Withticed that the Sioux braves were leading the o~t loss ~f time he rode back through the rathree horses with lariats. which they had run vme, forcmg the horses of Charlie and Jim to
through the bit-rings and tied around their necks. gallop ahead of him. When he had rounded a
The sorrel stallion was not coming along as will- turn a hundred yards ahead, he coolly reloaded
ing as the other two, for he knew quite well that his revolver.
he did not belong to a painted Indian.
"I reckon that was done pretty nicely," he
Jim's horse ,vas the closest to the redskins, and muttered. "There are four less to fight now. and
he was easily twelve feet from them. Wild had that means something. The Figlfting Fifteen
conceived the plan to cut loose the horses as the won't have them to tackle, anyhow."
thieving redskins passed. He wanted to do this
The boy soon reached the end of the ravine.
without their knowing it until after it was done. Then he caught the two horses quite easily and
Then he would take the chances of getting away headed for the spot they had been stolen from.
with the anirn· ·~. If he had to shoot he would As he expected, Charlie and Jim were at the top
do it; and if it became necessary to drop all the of the cliff watching for him. As they started to
braves, it would have to be done. Already they come down, he called out:
had assisted in cruelly murdering the wives and
"You come, Jim. Charlie will stay up there.
children of the settlers, and it was not hard to I wo.nt you to light out over the back trail and
think that they deserved death. The camp of meet the cavalry. We will stay here till the:v
CHAPTER III.-Young Wild ·west's Clever
Work.
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come. I reckon we will manage to find some
place to hide our horses. You had better hurry
a little, Jim. The redskins will soon be coming
out of the ravine."
He. did not have to talk very loud to make
them hear him, and Jim lost no time in coming
down. He quickly mounted his horse and rode
along under the cliffs with the speed of the wind.
Wild raved to the scout, signifying that he wanted him to remain where he was, and then he
followed in the same direction.
"There must be a way to get to the top of
that ridge," he thought. "I will find it, if I have
to go five miles. Once up there, I know we
could get around to the other side of the Sioux
camp with the horses, for there is a long slope
there. I must find a way to get up there."
When Young Wild West put the "must" to it,
he meant business. He watched Jim as he turned across the level stretch of prairie land, but
kept right on riding. For some reason best
known to themselves the redskins did not appear,
and this was rather consoling to the young deadshot. The luck that our hero generally had did
not fail him now, and just as Jim disappeared
over a rise some four miles away he came to a
little glen that ran well back between the cliffs.
There was water there, and as he came to a halt
and surveyed the scene, one of the first things
he took note of was that there was a deer path
leading toward the high ground above. The next
minute the brave lad was riding up the tortuous ascent.
CHAPTER IV.-Hop Plays "Dlaw Pokee" With
the Cavalrymen. ·
The cavalrymen followed the trail of Young
Wild West and his partners, and in due time they
came to the scene that our friends had looked
upon with horror. Lieutenant Gibson and his
men vowed vengeance upon the redskins who had
burned the little settlement and cruelly murdered
the men, women and children. Being a humane
man, the lieutenant ordered that the -burned and
charred bodies be given a decent burial.
This took them some time, but they felt that
they were more than repaid for the delay. Taking up the trail again, they rode on in the direction Wild and his partners had traveled. But
they did not travel fast, as they did not want to
leave the provision wagon too far in the rear.
When noon came they halted just about fifteen
miles from the high ridge our friends had reached. Hop got a hustle on himself, and with the
assistance of two of the men, he prepared the
dinner.
All hands felt that they were now heading
upon the trail of the band of redskins, and the
lieutenant felt pretty well satisfied that before
the sun set they would at least know where they
were located. Since the gruesome discovery they
had made, the cavalrymen had said but little, but
the expressions of their faces told plainly that
they would surely make the fiends suffer for
their foul work. Hop was in pretty good spirits,
however, and, noticing that a sort of gloom hung
over the party, he decided to liven them up a bit.
Gibson had given it out that they would rest for
· an hour, and as it had taken less than half that

time to prepare and eat the noonday meal, there
was plenty of time for the Chinaman to act. He
looked the fifteen fighting cavalrymen over, and
picking out a man whose name was Dent, who
appeared to be in anything but a pleasant mood,
he observed:
"You allee samee feelee velly muchee sad, so
be. W akee up peel We havee a littee gamee dlaw
pokee for um few minutes. You likee play drlaw
pokee?"
"Well, I have played the game now and then,"
replied the cavalryman, brightening up. "They
say you are a wonder at it, so I suppose I would
have no show with you. But just to pass away a
few minutes, we will play a few hands. Come
here, Dick! Come, Harry! Hop wants us to
play a poker game with him. Maybe we can get
a few points."
"Yes, and maybe we can lose some money
while we are getting them," returned one of the-men addressed.
But they came, just the same, and as Hop produced a pack of cards and selected a spot where
they could go on with the game, he smiled and
said:
"We no playee for bigee money, so be; me no
wantee win your money. Me wantee show you
how me can play dlaw pokee. You catchee me
cheatee, you shootee me. Me no care! Me allee
samee velly smartee Chinee."
"Well, we won't shoot you if we catch you
cheating," answered Dent, smiling at the Chinaman. "But we may force you to give us all the ·
money you win from us. I know a little about
cheating myself, you see. The three of us have
often played poker, but we do so more to pass
the time away than for what we may get. I happen to have some small silver with me, so we
will play a ten-cent limit, five cents a bet."
"Allee light," and Hop smiled to show that he
was perfectly satisfied with the proposition.
While it was against the r ules for the men to
gamble, especially when they were on the trail
of a band of savage Indians, the lieutenant did
not offer to make a remonstrance. Instead, he
walked over to where they had seated themselves
and sat down to watch t hem play. The fact that
Young Wild West was the real leader probably
made him give way to discipline just then. ~Je _,
knew very well that the fourteen men under him
were born fighters, and that when the time came
they would be on hand, so what was the difference if they wanted to amuse themselves?
Hop had selected a flat rock that was about a
foot and a half above the level ground to play
the game upon. It answered the purpose very
well, and as the four sat around it the lieutenant
could not help smiling, for it occurred to him that
the roc'k: seemed to have been placed there by
nature for such a purpose. The clever Chinaman
shuffled the cards and then put them down for
the cu_t to be made. Dent, who sat on his left,
happened to cut the highest card, so he won the
deal. Then the cavalryman he had called Dick,
who was next to him on the left, put up a nickel
for the ante.
The ca1·ds we dealt around, and it happened
that all four !Ji. cem had a pair, so they each
chipped in-'Q
for three cards apiece. Hop
had no idea
· g in the first pot. It waa
seldom that
er did. unless be won the deal.
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and he was playing for the purpose of beating
a card sharp he knew was bent upon fleecing
him. However, he meant to do just as much
cheating in this game while it lasted as though
he were playing against those he knew were
trying to rob him. But knowing that Wild
would not tolerate any such thing, he meant to
give back his winnings when the game was concluded.
When the draw had been made Dent had three
kings. He was the only one to profit by drawing, but the two called Dick and Harry were not
going to let the money be taken without seeing
the winning hand. They kept betting and raising it, Hop, of course, going in, too, until it had
gone around four or five times. Then one of
them called. Dent showed his hand, and there
being nothing out as good, he raked in the pot.
"You velly muchee smartee pokee man," declared Hop, smiling blandly at him.
. Then as he scraped up the cards and straightened them out, he cleverly stole the three kings
that had been laid down by Dent. These he
slipped into his sleeve, where there was a little
pocket made e'xpressly to hold cards. The next
man to deal took the deck, and, not knowing that
there were three less in it, shuffled them, and
when the cut had been made dealt out the hands.
Hop did not get a pair this time, but as luck
would have it, he did get a fourth king. He
drew for kings, but failed to get anything more
than a pair of deuces. Dent drew for a flush and
got the card he wanted, and it happened that
Harry had three queens.
The two were now so interested that they must
have forgotten all about the slaughter of the
settlers for the time being, and they looked at
each other just as though there was a big sum
of money at stake. . Hop and that other player
dropped out and let them have it out between
themselves. , vhen there was something over a
dollar lying before them, Dent made the call,
he really thinking his opponent held a hand that
would beat his. But when he found that he was
the winner he broke into a laugh, and as he
took in the money he remarked:
"I was a little too hasty that time, Harry. The
next time I will make you do the calling."
"All right," was the reply. "li I hold as good
You ought
& hand you will find that I will stick.
to know that, for you have played enough with
me to understand my way of doing business."
Meanwhile Hop had slipped the other king
into his sleeve, and he now held the four, ready
to use when he saw fit. The next deal he got a
pair of aces, and by a little clever work Harry
succeeded in dealing himself the three queens he
had held before. Dent and the man called Dick
did not have a pair, but they chipped in for the
draw, just the same. Lieutenant Gibson was
very much amused at the way the game was go. ing on, and he watched with interest. He had
been following the movements of the Chinaman
closely, but he had failed to see him do anything
that was not right.
When the draw had been made, Harry held the
best hand, his three queens being high. The result was that he won about forty· cents, but he
seemed as much elated as though it had been as
many dollars. It now came Hop's turn to deal.
He quietly slipped one of the aces into the sleeve
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of his coat, and then arranged the cards so that
each of his three opponents would get four of a
kind cold. They were all watching him as he
handled the pack, but not one of them saw him
do anything that was out of the ordinary. But
that was the Chinaman's way. He was a sleightof-hand performer, and that meant that he could
do things before the eyes of those looking on
without them seeing him. He dealt the cards,
and as the players picked them out they were
agreeably surprised, though they understood the
game well enough not to show by word or look
that they had good hands. Gibson walked around
and saw what each man held, with the exception
of Hop, who, to use the slang expression, was
"holding his hand close to his breast." But
while he was holding his hand close to his breast
he was exchanging the five cards for those he
had slipped in his sleeve. At the time of which
we write, in the West especially, straights were
not counted in poker. Four aces was the best
possible hand for a player to hold.
While Hop did not have four aces, he did have
four kings and one ace, which meant that there
was no chance of any of the rest holding a hand
that could beat hi.·. All stood pat, of course, and
the bets began. Gibson tried his best to see
what Hop held, but the Chinaman was too clever
for him. One man held four queens, another four
jacks and the third four tens. As Dent had an
ace for a side card, the lieutenant knew that Hop
could not possibly hold four aces, and unless he
had four kings he could not win.
But his experience with the Chinaman the
night before made him suspicious that that was
the hand he held. The rest went on, and soon all
the small change was exhausted, and the men
were putting greenbacks and gold upon the roclL
Even the man who held the four tem; felt that
he was going to be the winner. and he did not
think· of making a call. But all things Ji.ad to
come to an end sooner or later, and so it is with
a poker hand. After they had put up nearly
all the money they possessed, the clever Chinaman sat smiling at them, just as though he was
not the least disturbed. Finally Dent met the
raise the Chinaman called for, and, looking him
squarely in the eyes, said:
"I call you, Hop. What have you got?"
The other two quickly put up the required
amount for t he call, and then all eyes were fixed
upon the Chinaman.
"Jl.'Ie a llee samee gottee four lillee kings, so be,"
said Hop, as he laid down the cards and reached
for the money.
The three men who had been so cleverly duped
by the Chinaman's sleight-of-hand, !coked at
each other in silence. Lieutenant Gibson broke
out into a laugh.
"'Veil, boys, I hope you are satisfied," he said.
"Hop has certainly showed you somethhing about
draw poker, if I am any .judge."
"He certainly has," replied Dent. sh1.king his
head. "Now I can see through it ::!!l. He stacked ihe deck right before our verv eves, and he
dealt us each four of a kind! Well, that beau.
me!"
"It didn't only beat me," spoke up Dick, shai.!.ing his head sadly; "it broke me. My last cent
went when those four kings were shown."
"Lat allr• lil!'ht." smiled the clever Chinaman.
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"Me c'heatee, but you no see me. Me allee samee
givee you money back. Me no wantee Misler
Wild to makee me givee money back. You takee.
Lat allee light."
He insisted upon it, and so the cavalryman accepted the money, satisfied that they stood no
show with him, when it came to playing draw
poker. A few minutes later the lieutenant gave
the command to move, and soon the Fighting
Fifteen weTe following the trail again. Hop was
still in a jolly humor, and as he had noticed that
two or three of the cavalrymen had been taking
swallows from a canteen that one of them possessed, he decided that there must be whisky in

it.

"Me ha.vee gittee, so be," he thought.
Pretty soon he caught the man's eye, and
beckoned for him to fall back close to the wagon.
"What do yer want?" came the query.
"Me wantee lillee dlink,." was the reply.
"You've got plenty of water right in the
wagon."
"Me no wantee watee," Hop said, shaking his
hea.d; "me wantee tanglefoot. "
The cavalryman 's face flushed.
"How do you know I've got it?" he queried.
"Me allee samee fortune teller, so be."
That settled it. Hop got the drink; but, not
satisfied with this, he put some of the liquor in
a pint flask, and then handed back the canteen,
bowing and smiling.
"Me no tellee um lieutenant, " he said.
As the cavalryman was afraid he might, he
said no more.
CHAPT'ER V.-Wild and Charlie Are Caught.
Young Wild West had surely found a way to
get to the top o-f the ridge. It was difficult for
the horses to get up in some places, but they
were 5'1'.11'e-footed animals, and at length the boy
breathed a sigh of relief, for he saw that there
was no longer any climbing to be done. After
waiting for about five minutes in order to let
the horses have a breathing spell, he set out in
the direction of the spot where he knew Cheyenne Charlie was in waiting. In a very few minutes he saw the scout sitting on a rock less than
a hundred yards away. Charlie waved to him
and showed his pleasure at .seeing him there.
"I knowed what yer was up ter, Wild," he
said, as the dashing young deadshot rode up and
dismounted . "I've been sittin' here watchin' Jim
till he got out of sight, but I knowed that you
was lookin' fer a way ter git up here with ther
horses. I was mighty sure that you'd find a
way, too."
"Well, I made up my mind I was going to,
Charlie," was the reply; "and when I make up
my mind to a thing I generally succeed, you
know."
"That's jest what's ther matter. What you
can't do, no one else kin/ Now that we've got
ther horses I reckon we kin go on down ther
other side and git arotmd ther rear of ther Injun camp. They won't be lookin' fur any one
ter come that way, that's sartin. They're dependin' on ther ravine for ther soldie1·s ter come,
Jest as you said afore."
"I reckon vou arP. 1·ivht. ('h,-, 1•1 iP. "Rnt romP

on. We will try our luck on getting aroun
there. We have not yet seen the camp, so W:!
don't just know how it is situated."
It was not until they had worked around o
the left ior another half mile that they coul
see the Indian camp in the little valley below.
The camp was nearly surrounded by cliffs thac
"'ere almost perpendicu lar, the only place where
the descent could be made with horses being directly before our two friends. They dismounted ,
and. leaving their horses in the bushes, they crep.
forward behind some rock ~ and got an excellent
yiew of what lay below them. The distance ot'
the camp of the Savage Sioux was !'lOt more than
three hundred yartls, and after t.hey had take·
the notion they could easily hav started a bouider rolling down so it would land right in the
camp. But this they did not wish to ,fo, for they
did not mean O let the ,avages know of tnek
presence.
"Old Red Foot is a mighty smart redskin," said· Wild, as he looked oYer the scene with critica'
eye. "But he forgot one thing when he cam:!
through the ravine and pitched his camp ~low
there. If enough cavalrymen ,hould come, and
keep on riding through the n,in , they would
have the redskins in a trap, for there would be
no escape for them, unles they abandoned their
horses and scrambled up this hil . Cha1·lie. I
reckon we have got them all right."
"Right yer are, Wild," nodded the scout. bound
to agree with what the boy said every time.
Wild was certainly right in what he said. bu;
before they had been watching the Indian camp
five minutes they saw the Sioux making the pre.::1arations to leave.
This was a litt! surpri.s to our two irien(b,
for they now realized that they were not goin,, t,
have such a good chance, aiter al l.
But, when they came to think of it, it would
make little differeru:e where Red Foot and his
braves went.
Probably it would be just as well to fig-ht them
in the open.
The red fiends were now moving about. !H
though in a hurry to get av:-ay. In a few minutes they were all ready, as they had not mud
in the way of an outfit with them. Our irie d;:1
saw that they had a few extr a 1orses, and th~t
some of them were being loaded with packs.
These had no doubt been stolen during the raid;:1
they had made. As they finally started to ride
out through the ravine, the two could see time
the loads the extra horses carried were principally beef. As soon as they had" rounded a currt
at the commencem ent of the ravin , "\Vild turned to his partner and said:
"Now, then, Charlie, I reckon we will ride our
horses down there and follow the red g-alootd.
It will be easier to get down there than to g
back by the way I came."
"Jest as you say, Wild," wa.; the reply. anJ
the next moment th y had st:i.rted to make tha
descent.
They found that it was much easier than it
would be to come up, but as they did not intend
to come back that way, this did not bother them
long enough to look around, and when they saw
thdt the Indians had left half a dozen or mor
ouart r, of b f ha ilri 11" t the ri><'S. n<'ar thd
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cliffs, they concluded that it was their intention
to return. Young Wild West gave a satisfied
nod as he saw this.
"Charlie," said he, "I reckon it will be a good
idea to trail the redskins, and if we find they are
coming back here it will be a good plan to get
the cavalrymen here ahead of them, so they will
be able to conceal themselves, and then when
Red Foot comes he will get the biggest surprise
of his life."
"Jest ther thing!" exclaimed the scout, a grim
smile showing on his tanned and weather-beaten
face.
Giving the redskins time to reach the end of
the ravine, which arose gradually as it protruded
out upon the level stretch of grassland, they
came to a halt. The band of Savage Sioux had
turned to the left and were following the ridge
t o the south. Not until they had turned a point
in the cliffs did our hero start to follow them.
The fact that the Indians were aware of the
presence of a white boy made him act with the
greatest of caution, for he was of the opinion
that they might set some kind of a trap, as they
knew they would surely be followed. Anywhere
along the line of the jagged cliff an ambush
might be arranged. Keeping a sharp watch, the
two rode on. The Indians had not been riding
very fast, so they did not want to round a turn
suddenly and come upon them. As · they neared
the spot where they had last seen -them, they became more cautious than ever. There were so
many big rocks scattered about, while the bushes
grew in thick bunches, that the place offered an
ambush on either hand.
"Keep your eyes open, Charlie," advised our
hero.
"You bet," was the reply.
They struck a strip of sand and holding to it,
they were able to proceed without making much
noise, as when the horses trod in the sand they
could scarcely be heard. As near as they could
judge, the band of Indians must be half a mile
ahead, but it was not the main band they were
watching for now; it was a few who might remain b~hind for the express purpose of treating
them to a surprise. Rounding a turn, they
_ caught a glimpse of the Sioux, who were still
moving on, just as though they had no suspicions
that they were being followed.
.Knowing that they would stand a better chance
by hugging the cliffs, Wild and Charlie kept close
to them as possible, holding their revolvers ready
to fire the moment they saw a -.redskin. They
had not gone more than a hundred yards farther
when they heard footfalls behind them. Turning, they were just in time to see four uglylooking braves running from the rocks less than
twenty feet away. Crack-crack I Our hero and
the scout fired and two of them went down. They
were just about to fire again when the wide noose
of a horsehair lariat dropped over the pail- of
them. A quick jerk and they were struggling
upon the ground. Then it was that half a dozen
more · redskins appeared, and before they could
get free from the rope they were rendered powerless. After all the caution they had used, our
friends had fallen into a trap! They struggled
to get away from their captors, but it was no
use. Wild had been caught that way before,

and he knew that nothing could be gained b,y
wasting his strength that way.
"Take it easy, Charlie," he said. "Save your
strength."
The scout at once became still. The Sioux
braves were exultant over the capture they had
made, and it was not long before they had tied
their two prisoners securely. Then two of them
took charge of them and forced them to hurry
along toward the band ahead, while the rest
picked up the two braves that had been shot and
hastened to get them where they could be attended to. But one of them died on the way, and!
the other did not live long after they got him
there. Wild and the scout had made sure to
send their bullets to spots that were vital. Red
Foot, the chief of the band, scowled fiercely at
the prisoners when they were brought before him.
"Ugh!" he said; "me know the paleface boy.
He is Young Wild West."
"That's right," retorted the boy coolly. "You
got us all right, Red Foot. But if you know
when you a1·e well off, you will let us go right
away. The cavalry is after you, and your band
will be wiped out before another sun, if you don't
let us go."
CHAPTER VI.---Jim Dart Is Worried.
I

It was a little over an hour after Jim Dart
left Wild and Charlie that he came in sight oi
the cavalrymen. The boy was very glad to seEr
them, for since the Savage Sioux band had been
located he was anxious to get at them. He did
not slacken his speed, but rode on until he met
the lieutenant and his men. Gibson was as much
pleased as Jim, and when the boy had made the
report the men broke into a cheer.
Hop, who was nearly a hundred yards behind
the horsemen, had seen Jim come, and he put the
mules to a faster gait and arrived in time to hear
what was said.
"Me velly muchee glad, Misler Jim," he declared. · "When me allee samee gettee where um
bad ledskins are me showee sometling that makee
um velly glad to lun away, so be. Me gettee velly
· biggee fireclackee to blow uppee um chief. Me
no 'ftaid of um ledskins, me allee samee blave
Chinee! Hip hi! Hoolayl"
Then, to emphasize his remarks, the clever
Chinaman pulled out his big six-shooter and fired
a shot in the air. The lieutenant smiled, for he
had learned to regard Hop as one they could
scarcely get along without, and he rea:lly felt
that he would be of great use to them before the
Savage Sioux were wiped out. But he had not
time then to make any comments, as he wanted
to know the full particulars. The boy related
everything in detail as they rode along, and the
remarkable exploit of Wild was regarded by the
men as somethhing that no one could possibly
have done. Many of them expressed themselves ,
to this effect, but Jim only smiled and said:
"Nothing is too wonderful for Wild to do. I
have seen him do so many things that I am never
surprised at anything he does. He can beat any
one I ever saw at doing the right thing at the
right time."
"Well, he certainly did it this time," remarked
the lieutenant. "Now, then, it is for us to get
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there as quickly as possible, and then whatever
Wild says I stand ready to do. If he says we
should take the Indians ta-night, take them we
will; and if he says we had better wait until
morning, then we will wait. I shall leave it all
to him."
They rode on as fast as the mule team could
go and the sun was very low in the west when
they finally reached the high ridge that Jim had
left nearly three hours before. The boy looked
searchingly along the top of the cliffs, but he
could see no signs of his partners. But he knew
that it was Wild's intention to try and get the
horses up there and join Charlie, so they might
ride around and down the slope to the rear of the
little valley where the Indians were camped.
They halted at the very spot where our three
friends had left their horses when they climbed
to the top of the cliff. Dismounting, Jim proceected to make a search of the ground, so that
he might find the tracks of the horses. But the
only tracks he could find were those of his own
horse, which led off in the way they had come,
and those of the two horses of his partners, leading in the direction he had last seen Wild going
when he left the place. The boy knew full well
that they must be expecting him, and if they
were anywhere around they would surely show
themselves or give some sort of signal. It was
a little puzzling t o Jim, and after thinking a
moment he turned to the lieutenant and said.
"I can't understand why they are not somewhere around, for they certainly would have
been watching for us, they could about judge the
time we ought to arrive. I think it will be a
good idea for me to scout around a little on foot.
You stay right here until I come back."
Then Jim started along the cliff and worked
his way around to the mouth of the ravine. As
he came to this place, it was not long before he
saw the fresh tracks of many horses, and as
they showed plainly that they had lately come
out of the ravine, it occurred to him t):lat in all
probability the redskins had left the little valley
and gone on. But he was not satisfied on this
point, and hurrying back to the cavalrymen, he
reported to the lieutenant, and then mounting
his horse, headed for the ravine again.
The fact that Wild and Charlie were nowhere
to be seen made him think that possibly they
might have fallen into the hands of the Sioux,
and he was ready to take almost any kind o:fl
risk to find out whether or not this was true.
It was his intention now to ride up the ravine
until he was near enough to obtain a view of the
spot where he had seen the Indian camp. He
knew quite well that if he was discovered he
could get away before they could possibly overtake him, and if they kept up the pui·suit the
cavalrvmen would have a chance at them.
Really it was not so much of a risk, after all,
taking these things into consideration. The boy
told Gibson what he intended to do and advised
them to gallop straight for the mouth of the ravine in case they heard a shot fired. This was
agreeable, so without further waste of time Dart
:rode on and bnldly entered the ravine. He rode
along at a canter until he knew re was in d"tnger
of being heard by the redskinr-:. if th1!y we~e still
there, and then he brought his horse down t o a
walk. vVhen he reached the spot where Wild

had shot the four rascally Sioux he dismounted.
and, leaving his horse standing, went around the
turn on foot. The moment he came in sight of
the place he saw that it had been vacated.
"Ju,;t as I thought," he muttered. "The redskins must have caught Wild and Charlie and
then left here. It may be, however, that they
didn't do this, and that Wild and Charlie are
following them. Anyhow, I'm quite certain that
they have not been gone Jong, for the hoofprint.,
look very fresh."
He walked on a little farther, and, satisfying
himself that there was no one there, he turned and went back to his horse. Swinging himself
into the saddle, he rode back at a gallop. When
he reported to the lieutenant there was no little
surprise expressed by him and his men.
"Well, I suppose the only thing to do is to tak,
the trail right away," said Gibson, after he had
thought for a moment. ''As you say, Wild an
Charlie may have been captured by Red Foot.
If such a thing has happened, we should do our
utmost to overtake the redskins and save · them."
A murmur of approval went up from the fourteen fighting cavalrymen. Tired as they were
from the long journey from the post, they were
ready and willing to keep on all night if it wa-<
necessary. They had learned to regard Young
Wild West as one who was entitled to more than
the average man or boy, and they were willing
to fight for him a - long as they could raise a.
hand.
Jim looked at the declining sun. In half an
hour it would be dowv. That meant that they
must hurry, if they hoped to do anything, for h"'
knew that possibly the redskins had two or three
hours the start of them. Five minutes later the
party were hastening over the trail. Hop Wah
found great diffic ulty in getting the mules off a
walk, and, not being used to driving them, hf!
began to wish that he had not accepted the iob.
Jim was leading the cavalrymen at a pretty faA~
pace and gradually the Chinaman , •as left b~hind. In about ten minutes Hop droYe up. looking much disgusted, which showed that he did not.
like the idea of being left behind, as had beim
the case with him.
"Me no likee dlive um fool mules, so be," he
said, shaking his head. "Me likee lide allee same
horseback."
"Well, Hop, I reckon you will have the chanc
to ride horseback as soon as we get something
to eat," Jim replied. "I am goi11g to take v u
with me to help find Wild and Charlie."
•
"Hoolay!" shouted Hop shrilly. "Me velty
muchee glad, Misler Jim. Me helpee findee, allea
light."
CHAPTER VII.-Young \Yild West Sees a
Chance.
When Red Foot, the Sioux chief, left the ravine, he had a double purpose in view. He had
laid his plans to raid a small settlement that
was thirty miles down the river, and he meant to
do th's thP next morning after the men had gon .
to their work. Then he knew that there wer~
three palefaces hanging around and possibly ~PY·
ing on him, and he wanted to get them. On of
them had shot do'l\'11 four of his warriors, and
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the chief gave it out that if that particular one, the foot of the ridge, they found a little hollow
w.ho was but a boy, could be caught he must not that just suited tlieir purpose for a camping
place, and then it was not long before fires we1-e
be harmed.
"He will die by torture when the sun sets," started and a quantity of the beef they had was
cooked.
he added, and then the braves understood.
The smoke would hardly be seen, since it went
Re Foot was a vel.'y crafty old scoundrel, and
such
he had with him some of the best in that line. straight upward, and the trees reached towould
Many of them boasted of having helped wipe out a height on the high ground above that it
brave Custer and his men, and that was one rea- be thinned out into nothingness, especially if they
son why they had been dubbed the "Savage used very light and dry wood. But the Siou..x
Sioux." Red Foot did not think there were any knew well ~nough what kind of fuel to use.
soldiers near at hand, and three palefaces were They were up to an the tricks common to their
not considered a menace. But he wanted to take race. Wild and Charlie were tied to trees that
them prisoners, just the same, for his savage were only about three feet apart, so they had
nature was aroused to the highest pitch, and he t he satisf.action of being able to converse, which
meant to show them how he could torture them was something, anyhow.
"Charlie, I feel mad at myself for riding into
before putting them to death.
our hero declared, shaking his head.
He laid his plans well, and the result; as the that trap," very
well that we might look for just
reader knows, was that Wild and the scout were " We knew
to happen, and yet we rode right
·l rapped. When the chief recognized the boy, who such a thing
it."
ha d recovered the stolen horses and dropped four into
"I know it, Wild," was the reply. "We took
of the braves, he was as much delighted a s he
an' we lost, that's all. But I ain't
was surprised. He had seen Young Wild West big chances,
up yet, not by a jugful!"
give
ter
·goin'
boy
the
about
enough
hea1·d
had
he
and
before,
I won't give up as l=g as I
not.
course
•"Of
any
did
he
as
much
as
him
hate
him
to make
matter what happens. But
no
think,
to
able
am
spoke
hero
our
when
scowled
He
paleface living.
say!"
Indians
though
for
way,
fearless
to him in such a
"What is it, Wild?"
like bravery, it angered him to see how cool the
,"This is certainly about the worst band of
•
young prisoner was.
I ever came across. N ear1y all of them
Then Red Foot ordered the prisoners to l;>e tied Siouxwar-scarred
veterans, and their hatred of
are
had
upon the backs of their own horses, which
They will do their worst,
fierce.
is
whites
the
been caught. This done, they got in motion. if they are allowed to, you may depend upon
Wild and Charlie were placed in about the center
of the band, and being securely bound, there was that."
"Oh, I know that! But there ain't no use in
not the ghost of a chance for them to even make
worse.
an attempt to escape, much less get away. The talkin' about -it. It only makes me feel
Indians did not travel v~ fast. They had evi- I'm dependin' on Jim ter git here with ther cavdently timed themselves so they would reach a alry."
"So am I, Charlie. Just you keep a stiff upper
point within easy distance of the settlement they
right."
proposed to raid, and then wait until morning lip. Everything is bound to come outweallwas
ter
"Yes, but ther chief said as · how
after the men had left their homes to pursue
be pnt ter torture when ther sun went down. I
their labors.
This was to be the rea1 raid, so to speak, of 1-eckon they can't hardly git here by that time,
the_ Savage Sioux, as there were about twenty kin they?" .
"They will just about get here, if my judgment
families in the settlement. It was the villainous
\
good for anything."
is
possible
s
a
many
as
slaughter
to
plan
o,d chief's
The scout appeared to be relieved. Meai1while
and then get away before the men could make
any resistance. When he had done this he w<,m ld the redskins went on cooking the; beef, which
J.>e sati sfied to seek the seclusion of the hills and showed that they wa'l'lted to get enough on hand
let the soldiers hunt for him. But just w hat so they would not have to keep a fire going after
would happen after · that Red Foot had not dark. They were all of the gluttonous type, and
thought of. When Indians start out on t he war- they ate as they cooked. But never once did they
path they never think of the results that will offer their captives a bite. However, our two
follow. They become worked up to such a pitch friends were not very hungry just then, though
that they only think of what they men.n to do, a drink of water would have come in handy.
and not what their enemies might be able to do. They were not disturbed for over an hour. By
The march was kept up, and at length they the end of that time the meat had been cocked,
reached the timber t hat lay within a couple of and then the Sioux turned their attention to the
miles of the settlemen t, which was located on the two prisoners. Red Foot and some of his favobank of the North Platte. The timber strip was rite followers came up And surrounded them.
"Young Wild W est heap much brave," said the
onlv about half a mil e in width, and bet ween it
and the little group of log shanties was a stretch old chief mockingly.
of sage brush.
"That's all right, Red Foot. I reckon you know
When they got ready to make the raid the that very well," replied the boy, as coolly as
Savage Siomc meant to ride down upon the set- though no such thing as danger lurked about
tlement swiftly and lose no time. There was a him.
"Red Foot will keep you and the tall paleface
hill that would hide them from view, unless there
was some one on the watch for danger. But Red till the sun rises for another day. He has changFoot was confident that this was not the case, ed his mind."
"It makes no difference how long you keep us,
and he figured it that the raid would be made
without the loss of a man. Moving up toward I suppose."
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"When the sun comes up the two palefaces
will die," went on the chief, paying no attention
t.o what the boy said.
"Well, we can't die but once."
"Ugh!"
"Ugh!" said Wild, mocking him.
The boy's experience had taught him that the
more fearless he showed himself to be the less
danger he ran. Indians are always impressed
by a display of real courage and here was an inltance of it.
"Young Wild West heap much fight," said the
chief, after a pause.
"I reckon I can do my share." was the reply.
"He shall fig-ht now, then, and show the braves
what he can do."
Wild's heart gave a jump. If he was to be
given a chance to fight it might be that he could
manage ·it so that both he and Charlie could escape. Young Wild West shall fight Lame Bear,"
went on the chief. "Lame Bear will use a knife
and the paleface boy can use his hands and feet.
Lame Bear will cut the. paleface boy, so he will
bleed all night. Does Young Wild West like·
that?" "I like it first rate, Red Foot. Cut me bose
and I'll soon show you what I can do."

CHAPTER VIII.-Wild and Charlie Make their
Escape.

Young Wild West was not the least bit disturbed because he had to fight the Sioux brave
with the weapons that Nature had provided,
while the Indian was to have possession of a
knife. The boy depended upon his quickness to
whip the redskin, for he knew that he would
oertainly know little or nothing about fighting in
that way,
All he would have to do was to keep clear of
the knife, nnd if he could land one or two good
l,lowi, he felt that he would soon win the battle.
The ehlef hnd told him that he was tr, usP. his
hands and' feet, so If he could knock the Sioux
down he would not be long in disabling him so
that he wou'td not care to continue the fight.
Lame Bear. the brave selected by the chief. stepped forward, an ugly grin showing on his face.
"Ugh!" he exclaimed, throwing out his chest
"nd looking as fierce as possiblo. "Paleface boy
heap much fool. Lame Bear will cut him in
Jl}any places and the blood will run from his
wounds till the daylight comes. Then he will
'l>e put over the fire and roasted until he is dead.
'Ugh! Lame Bear is ready."
As he said this he drew an ugly-looking knife
from his belt. The blade was long and stained
with blood, and there was no doubt that the edge
was keen. Wild shot a glance at Charlie, which
meant that he was to be ready for anything that
Jnight happen.
All the Indians save those who were doing
1fUard duty now gathered about the spot, forming a circle that seemed to be impenetrable . But
our hero's experience told him that there was a
possibility of hreaking threugh this hnman ring,
fol' muoh could be done if the I.ndians could be
t"-ken by surprise. Charlie noddP.d, and then the
a1.il. ,..hie£ ste:aned forward and ·,vith his O'W'Il knife

cut the boy free from the tree. The Indian selected to do battle with him was probably the
largest in the whole band. The upper portion of
his body was entirely bare, and through the paint
that had been smeared upon his skin his muscles
could be seen standing out like whip cords. Lame
Bear was certainly a powerful man, indeed. He
looked as though he might be able to take the
boy from the ground and throw him several feet
without much exertion. Wild took this ·au in,
but never once did a feeling of fear come over
him.
He was to fight this big redskin on terms that
were nothing if not uneven, but he expected tn
win. Red Foot stepped back and motioned for
the two to get in the center of the circle, where
there was an opening of probably twelve feet in
diameter, with the two trees and Charlie on the
left within the circle. Wild stood with folded
arms, watching the man he was to fight as ·t,e
stepped up.
"Say when you are ready, you big galoot," he
said calmly.
"Me ready now," was the reply.
"Go ahead, then."
The Indian gripped tightly upon the hilt of
his knife and raised it p1·eparatory to striking a
blow · that would inflict a wound upon the boy.
At that very mom~nt Wild struck out hard with
his left fist, catching the Indian under the chin
and sending him staggering to the foremost of
the circle behind him. The blow had been delivered so quickly that a murmur of surprise
mingled with admiration went up from the Indians. But Wild did not stop at that. He sprang
forward like a cat, and before La.me Bear could
gather himself to make another thrust with the
knife he landed a blow just under his heart,
which caused him to drop to his knees.
"Get up, you red scoundrel!" cried the boy,
his eyes flashing dangerously, for he was, now
fully aroused nnd meant to give the Siou·x all
tha:t was coming to him.
"Ugh!" grunted Lame Bear, and then he arose
to an upright position again.
Spat! Wild struck him squarely between the
two eyes with his right fist, and before the Indian realized it, he had wrenched the knife from
his hand. Instead of plunging the blnde in
the Sioux's body, however, the boy leaped quickly toward Cheyenne Chai·lie, and with three
quick strokes he liberated him. The scout must
have known what was coming, for he was all
ready to act, and with wonderful quickness he
reached out and pulled the revolver from the
belt of a rc-dskin standing near him.
Crack! crack! He fired twice right into the
line of redskins, and two went down in a heap.
Wild had not even looked at Charlie after cutting him loose, but with a single bound he was
upon the chlef, who had his revolvers thrust in
his belt. Bitl' l He struck the chief a blow in
the pit of the stomach, ,vhich doubled him up like
a jack-knife, and before he struck the ground
the brave boy had seiz~d the two revolvers. Then
it was that something happened for fair. Crack,
crack, crack," cra-c-k ! Our friends were now
firing so rapidly that the reports sounded as
though a pack of firecrackers had suddenly been
started ln the midst of the Sioux band.
It was only natural that they should scatte:r
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before that hail of lead, and taking advantage of
this, Wild and Charlie broke through the lines
and ran through the woods at the top of their
speed. It had all happened so quickly that they
were able to get a distance of fifty feet before
any of the redskins started in pursuit. With the
trees to shield them from the bullets, they ran
on, knowing that they had no chance to get possession of their horses. Volley after volley was
fired at them by the pursuing redskins, and
though they could hear the hum of the bullets
as they went past, they were not hit. The
chances are that most of the bullets found lodgment in the many trees. If they had been running over an open place they must certainly have
fallen before this. Neither of them had any
particular point in view when they started to
run, but they had not gone more than fifty yards
before they saw a little glen directly ahead of
them.
The rocks were numerous here, and they knew
that there was a possible chance of keeping under cover of them and working their way to the
top of the ridge. Once there, they would be able
to keep the Indians from following, for it happened that our hero had a full box of cartridges
in one of his pockets that had not been discovered by the redskins when they made him a prisoner. With three revolvers in their possession,
they surely could make a fight that would cause
the redskins to keep a little shy of them, especially if they could not pursue them in a bunch.
Wild opened the box of cartridges and passed
some of them to the scout as they ran.
Charlie had emptied his revolver by this time
and lost no time in refilling the chambers. As
they reached the first of the rocks Wild stopped
and seeing a dozen Indians running in what
might be called double file, for the path there
was rather narrow, he fired four shots in quick
succession, and had the satisfaction of seeing
several of them tumble to the ground. Those
running close behind them stumbled over the
bodies, and this caused a delay. The dashing
young deadshot fired two or three more shots,
and then as both revolvers were empty, he ran
into the glen, reloading as he did so.
"Come on, Wild!" called out the scout excitedly.
"Here's a way ter get up ther hill. If we move
lively them galoots will never ketch us."
"All right," was the reply. "I had an idea
that we might be able to get out the moment I
. saw this place. I reckon we are in luck, Charlie."
Up they went, the rocks concealing them from
view. In many cases the branches of the trees
were so thick that they were forced to part them
in order to get through; but they kept on going
up the rocky ascent, and by the time the foremost of their pursuers had reached the foot they
were at the top. Trees were plentiful here, as
has already been stated, so the good luck that
had so far attended did not leave them yet. Once
at the top they started along the ridge, keeping
in the direction they had come from. By doing
this they hoped to get far enough to sight the
cavalry when they appeared. They could have
stopped at the top of the rocky ascent and kept
the Indians from getting up that way, but our
hero felt that they would hesitate about coming
up, anyhow, and while they were doing that they
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might get a sufficient distance away to make
their escape. There was one thing certain, and
that was that the Sioux could not get their
horses up there, so they would have to depend
entirely upon making the pursuit on foot. Both
Wild and Charlie could run as fast as the average redskin, and with the desire to escape to
urge them on, there was little chance of their
being overtaken in a foot race.
· On they ran until a mile had been covered, and
then they turned slightly to the left so they
might have a chance to look out upon the broad
prairie that lay beyond. When they reached the
edge of the ridge they looked for some signs of
Jim and the cavalrymen, but none were seen.
The sun was nearly an hour high, and Wild
thought it possible that they might have traveled slower on account of having the provision
wagon with them, thus explaining why they were
not in sight. That they .would come he was certain, for he knew that Jim would never stop until he met them. Taking to the woods again, they
continued running at a pace that they would be
able to hold for some little time. In this way
they kept on for nearly an how·, pausing now
and then for a breathing spell, and at length
they reached a point from which they could see
the ravine the Indians had left that afternoon.
But there was no signs of the cavalry or Jim
Dart approaching.
From the point they had halted upon they
could not seen the mouth of the ravine, and if
they had been able to, they would have seen the
very ones they were so anxious about. The fact
was, Jim and the cavalrymen were even then
within shouting distance of the two, but could
not be seen because the cliffs overhung the trail
they were following. So far there were no signs
of pursuit, which seemed rather strange to the
two, since the Sioux had been so eager to put
them to torture. But the probability was that
the red fiends had been unable to follow their
trail since the ground at the top of the ridge was
hard and stony, and their footprints had failed
to show. It might have been that they thought
the two would not go far from the spot but
would seek some hiding place near at hand and
run the chances of being' discovered. Anyhow
they had not been pursued along the ridge and
'
that they were certain of.
"Well, what are we goin' ter do now, ·wild?"
asked the scout, as he shrugged his shoulders
and gave the long ends of his mustache a twist.
"I don't know as we can do anything but stay
right here for a while. I reckon we can make a
pretty good stand here if any of the Sioux happen to come along. I feel sure that in less than
half an hour we will see Jim and the Fighting
Fifteen coming. They ought to be here now."
"That's right," and the scout shook his head,
"Well, this are a whole lot better than being tied
ter trees in the middle of a gang of Injuns."
They waited there until the sun sank below
the line of the western horizon, and as they saw
nothing of the expected cavalry, they both grew
a little anxious.
"I don't know what to make of thi s, Charlie,"
said om· hero, looking a bit discouraged. "It
can't be that Jim tried to make a short cut, and
that he lost his wav."
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"It might be," was the reply. "But Jim ain't
ther one as to make mistakes like that."
As the sun went down the shades of night began to gradually appear. The two waited until
it was nearly dark, and then they decided to descend to the level ground below. They had little
or no difficulty in finding a way to get down, and
once there they began looking around to see if
there were any redskins about. Suddenly the
sharp eyes of Youn~ Wild West foll upon the
fresh trail the cavalry had made as they passed
along under the cliffs.
"By jingo!" he exclaimed. "Charlie, they have
passed us without our seeing them. Jim~d
the cavalry have gone on. They must have coble,
and finding the fresh Indian trail, they have followed it."
"That's right, Wild," and the scout shrugged
his shoulders and shook his head.
"I wonder
why it was we didn't see 'em?"
"Well, that's easily explained. Look up there
and you will see that the cliff hangs ove1· p1-etty
much all albng here. Maybe they rode right
along while we were up there waiting. If we
had only thought to call out, Charlie."
"I thought about it, but I didn't feel as though
we oughter. We didn't know how close ther Injuns was ter us, yer know."
"That's so, Charlie. Well, there is only one
thing for us to do now, and that is to follow
the trail. I feel rather tired in taking that long
run. We covered a big distance after leaving
the redskins, and we will find it pretty tough
work in getting back there. Come on!"
The two had just started to follow the trail o:f
the cavalry when the sharp report of a rifle
rang out. Wild heard the bullet whizz past his
head, and then he knew that the Indians .were
near by. As the two started for the cover of
some rocks that were near by, a savage yell
sounded, and half a dozen Indians came rushing
through the cover of the darkness.

CHAPTER IX.-Hop Gives the Savage Sioux a
Surprise.
Jim Dart and the cavalrymen had struck the
timber about a mile to the right of where the
band of Savage Sioux had camped, and it so happened that neither knew of the near presence of
the other. But it was dark when Dart and the
Fighting Fifteen arrived, and this was responsible for it. Hop lost no time in making preparations for the supper. The cavalrymen assisted him, some of them 'offering to take care of
the mules, while he got the meal ready. Between the lot of them, it was not long before a
fire ·was burning and the coffee hanging over it
in a hig iron pot. Then two other fires were
started, so they might hurry along matters as
much as possible, and the bacon and eggs they
had ·with them in the provision wagon were fried.
They were all pretty hungry, as might be supposed, so enough had to be cooked to satisfy
them. But Colonel Disbury had ordered that,
plenty of supplies be sent with the wagon, so
there was nothing to prevent them from having
all t.hey wanted. Hop was eager to go with Jim,
so as soon as they had eaten he hurried to wash

up the tin plates and cups and put them awa.y.
Dart was pretty certain that they would not
have so very far to go before they came upon
the redskins.
The trail went on through the timber toward
the high ridge, and it might be that they had
stopped there. Anyhow, they could not be more
than ten miles away, he thought. The boy helped Hop along by saddling his horse for him. The
steed was a piebald mustang and it seemed to
know ~he Chinaman better than any one else.
But tins was to be supposed, since he had owned
the animal for nearly two years, and had always
treated him ki:ndly.
"Lis velly muchee bettee Ian dlivee um mules
so be," remarked the Chinaman, as he got in th~
saddle. "Now me go and findee Misler Wild and
Misler Charlie, so be."
"I sincere!~ h?pe ~ou <:10, Hop, and that yo-a
find them ahve,' said Lieutenant Gibson, who
w~,s very upeasy about the way matters stood.
I haven t the least idea that they are alive "
Jim Dart spoke up. "But I feel that they mu~t
have been captured by Rt;d Foot, or we would
have found them before this. But we won't stop
until we find out, lieutenant. If we are not back
by midnight you will know that something has
happened to us. Then you can act on your own
judgment."
·
"If you don't show up by that time we will
st~ out to find you, Jim," was the 1·eply.
Jim and the Chinaman now rode off through
the darkness. Hop was well supplied with the
homE;-made fireworks he usually kept on hand,
and 1f ~e got close to_ the Indian camp and found
that Wild and Charlie were prisoners he meant
to give Red Foot and his warriors the surprise
of their lives. The two rode on through the
woods, and what was their astonishment when
they were suddenly halted by a Sioux brave!
. It was one of the sentinels who had been stahoned about the camp by Red Foot as the
1·eader no doubt judges. It must have been that
the In~ian thought the two were some of those
returnmg from the pursuit of Wild and Charlie
for he d_id not give the alarm when he halted
t~em. J 1m knew he must act quickly, so, urging
his horse_ forward, he reached over and caught
the redskm by ~he throat. A gurgling cry came from. the surprised redskin's lips, but it was not
sufficiently loud enough to be heard more than a
dozen feet.
Hop now showed that he could do something,
too. He was off his horse in a jiffy, and, catching the arms of the Sioux brave, he pinned them
to his sides. Jim knew there was no help for
it, so he whipped out his knife with his left
hand and struck a quick blow. Down fell the
brave, Hop clapping his hand over his mouth to
prevent him f:rom making an outcry. But thi ·
was hardly necessary, as Dart had done his work
well. Ljke Wild, he never liked to take a life of
even a murderous redskin in. that way, but there
was absolutely no help for it. To let him give
the shout of warning that had been nipped in
the bud would have been to bring the whole band
of Savage Sioux upon them.
"I reckon we found them quicker than we expected to, Hop," the boy whispered, as he took
his horse by the bridle and led him back in~
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lbe woods. "\Ve are dangerousl y close to the
c-amp."
"Lat allee samee light, Misler Jim," was the
Celestial's reply.
"Get your horse. We will leav_e them both
here and go ahead on foot."
Hop did as he was told, and the next minute
they were stepping softly from tree to tree. Suddenly they saw a light flash up before them, and
pausing, they discerned the forms of some Indians. One of them had just lighted a pile of
brushwood , no doubt for the purpose of sending
out a light so they might see plainly through
the camp. The fact was that Red Foot had
ordered his men to remain in darkness after the
escape of \Yild and the scout, but now he thought
they had better have a light. It was much betrer for Dart and the Chinaman, too, and they
took all the advantage that was to be gained
from it. Leading the way, Jim moved around to
the right, which was toward the center of the
timber strip.
· Hop was just as careful as the boy was, for
he had put in enough time with Young Wild
West and his partners to know how to act on
such occasions. They were soon near enough to
see all that ·was going on in the camp. The fire
was burning in about the center and every brave
stood out clear and distinct. They looked around
for Wild and Charlie, but they were soon satisfied that they were not there. Jim felt easier
when he became convinced of this. But as the
Sioux acted as though something had gone wrong
with them, it struck him that possibly the two
had been prisoners and had made their escape.
He counted them as well as he could, and found
that there were not more than seventy braves
there. While he and Hop were watching half a
dozen came in. They went dh-ect to the chief,
who shook his head angrily after they said something to him. Then Fed Foot began stalking up
and down before the fire, his vivid red blanket
thrown loosely over one shoulder.
''l reckon the old galoot is worried over something,'' thought Jim. "I would like to know
what's up. By jingo! I'll take the risk of creepmg up closer and listening. I know enough of
their language to catch what is going on, or has
taken place, I reckon."
Telling Hop to remain right where he was and
not to move unless he was forced to, the boy
moved softly to the edge of the camp. He knew
there was a good chance to do it now, since the
redskins were very much interested in what the
chief was saying, as he stalked back and forth
before the blazing 'fire. Jim soon heard what
they ·were talking about. Sure enough, they had
captured Wild and Charlie, and they had made
their escape. But as he listened to the guttural
rnnversatio n he learned the escape had been made
before darkness set in. There were still about
two dozen braves out searching for them, and
the chief had great hopes that they would be
<:aught and brought back, so they might be tortured and killed at sunrise.
But Dart heard more than this. As he listened, the conversatio n opened on the subject of
the raid that was to be made upon the settlement. But he did not hear just when that was
to take place, and not thinking that there was
such a thing as a settlement within miles of the
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spot, he did not dream that the raid was to be
made the next morning.
.. All right," muttered the boy, under his breath.
"I reckon it will be a sorry old raid you galoots
will make. If we can only find Wild and Charlie
it will be a good idea to attack you as soon as it
gets light enough to see in the morning."
Though Jim had told Hop to remain right
where he left him, the Chinaman could not do
this. A spirit of mischief got in him, and he
c1·ept up to see what was going on. He went to
the right of Jim, and he went even closer than
he was. When the Chinaman saw that Young
\Vild West and Cheyenne Charlie were not there,
he was more than pleased.
"Me havee wakee um ledskins uppee lillee bit,
so be," he thought, anJ he drew a big cracker
from his pocket.
The temptation was so strong that he could
resist it, and, lighting a match, he touched the
flame to the fuse of the cracker, and then hurled
it into the center of the camp. It must have had
a very quick fuse, for the cracker exploded before it hardly touched the ground. The Sioux
braves ran in every direction, uttering cries of
alarm. To them it seemed as though a bomb
had dropped from the sky. Some of them fell
over when the report sounded, for they could
feel the flash, and they really thought they were
shot.
Having satisfied himself, Hop hastened back
to where Jim had left him. But he saw nothing
of the boy· yet. The fact was that Jim was
crouching exactly where he had been when the
cracker exploded. He did not like what Hop had
done, of course, but he had t o make the best of
it. The best thing to do now was to remain
right whe1·e he was until the commotion subsided.
Just why the redskins did not make a search
about the woods he did not kn.'l\v, but they seemed to fe~ as though the exploding thing had
dropped down from above, and there being no
tree just there, they may have taken it for granted that the Great Spirit was angry with them,
a:nd was giving them a warning. But it made
little difference to Jim Dart what they thought
and after waiting a while he started back fo;
Hop. He had nearly reached there when a loud
cry sounded from the Chinaman.

CHAPTER X.-Wild and Charlie Find the
Cavalrymen .
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Cha·rlie knew
that there was a fig-ht on hand the moment the
report rang out, and they saw the forms of the
Indians rushing toward them.
"Take it easy, Charlie," said Wild coolly.
"Don't waste a shot. You know we haven't many
cartridges. "
"Oh, I'll make every shot tell," was the reply.
"Just you watch me."
Crack, crack! Wild fired just then, for the
Indians were within a few yards of them, and
were coming right on. Crack, crack! Then
Charlie let go at them. None of them missed,
and the result was that the rush was checked,
four of the red fiends going down. There had
been just six of them, and when they found this
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was the case the remaining two turned and ran
for their lives. Crack, crack I Cheyenne Charlie's blood was up, and he did not mean to let
one of them escape. Dark as it was, he did not
miss, and for the time being· the fight was over.
'"!'hat's what I call putty good," observed the
scout, when they had waited for a couple of minutes and found that apparently there were no
more of the Sioux band. "They thought they
natl us for certain, but they found out they didn't.
We cleaned up the whole bunch, Wild."
"Yes, that's right, Charlie," replied the dashing young deadshot. "But just wait a while,
maybe there are more of them around and that
they can get a chance at us."
They waited for fully ten minutes, and not
hearing a sound that would indicate that there
were any human beings there but themselves,
Wild started around the clump of 1·ocks and
grouped toward the spot where the Indians had
fallen. As he came to the first one he found a
rifle lying near the body, and he quickly possessed himself of it. The-Indian had died instantly,
as the boy knew, for he himself had fired the
shot that brought him down. He quickly felt
over the still form and found his own cartridge
belt, much to his joy.
"That fellow must have been pretty well
thought of by old Red Foot, or he would never
have been allowed to have my belt," muttered
the boy. "Maybe this is my rifle, too."
But he had no chance to examine the rifle
just then, for he wanted to make sure that all
the Indians were dead. They were not, as he
soon found out, for one of them, who had been
shot by the scout as they we1·e fleeing from the
spot, uttered _a groan and half turned oyer as
the boy neared him. But it was the last effort
he ever made, and, falling back, he gave up the
ghost. Charlie had followed our hero, and he
had gathered from the fallen braves the weapons he wanted for his own use, as well as some
ammunition. Wild waited for him and then they
moved on close to the foot of the cliff. Something like fifty yards from the spot where the
attack had been made they came upon some
horses.
There were six of them, as they soon found
out, and then they were quite satisfied that all
those who had come in search of them had gone
down. A low whinny sounded as they approached the horses and our hero gave a start.
"That's Spitfire, or my name is not Young
Wild West!" he exclaimed. "I would know that
whinny among a thousand."
"Sure as you're born, Wild," the scout retorted. "This here is what I call a rattlin' piece of
good luck. We had good luck in gettin' away
from ther galoots, and now it's come ag'in ter
us for we cleaned up them what started after
us'. I s'pose they went out in all directions to
look for us, an' ther six what come thls way was
the only ones ter find us. But it didn't do 'em
any good, did it?"
"Well, it made good Indians of them, anyhow,
Charlie," was the reply.
"That's right. Dead Injuns is ther only kind
of good Injuns there ever was, or ever will be,
'cordin' ter my way of thinkin'."
Wild quickly found the sorrel stallion among

the horses, and he was soon patting him on the
neck.
"Good old fellow," he said. "You don't know
how glad I am to find you."
The horse whinnied again, just as though he
was trying his best to speak to his young master. Charlie looked among the horses, but failed
to find his. Besides the sorrel, there was only
one of them that had a saddle on his back. This
horse appeared to be as good as any of them, so
the scout took him for his own. Wild was satisfied that the Indian who had possessed his cartridge belt had been the one to ride Spitfire to
the spot, and he was now pretty sure that it was
his rifle he had found.
"Well, I reckon we won't have to take that
long walk now, Charlie," the boy said, as he
mounted the sorrel. "We'll just take the trail
now, and it won't be very long before we find
Jim and the cavalrymen."
"Right yer are," was the reply, and the scout
lost no time in mounting the horse he had selected.
They were both as well armed now as they
had been before they were captured by the Sioux,
and elated at the way things had turned out,
they rode off along the trail, leaving the other
four hoi-ses to take care of themselves. The
farther they rode without finding any traces of
more Indians, the better they felt, for it now
looked as though they were 1·ight in thinking that
the half dozen braves were the only ones who
had come that way. They kept on in this way
until at length they saw the timber strip looming
up not far ahead of them. Of course they both
knew just where the Indian camp was located, so
they turned to the right, and though they did
not know it, they were heading almost directly
for the camp of the cavalry.
It was not more than twenty minutes after Jim
Dart and Hop had left the camp when Wild and
Charlie were halted by a sentry at the edge of
the woods. Recognizing the voice of one of the
cavalrymen, our hero called out softly:
"It is all right. It is Young Wild West and
Cheyenne Charlie who are coming to the camp."
An exclamation of joyous surprise left the lips
of the sentry, and then he rushed out to them,
for in spite of the darkness he could readily
recognize their forms. One minute later Wild
and Charlie dismounted at the camp. There was
a lighted lantern there, but it was well concealed
from view by cedarbrush that had been piled
around it. Lieutenant Gibson shook them both
heartily by the hand, and exclaimed:
"How glad I am! So you didn't fall into the
hands of the Sioux after all?"
"Oh, yes, we felf into their hands, all right,"
Wild an1>wered. "But we managed to get away,
though. We had a pretty tough time of it, lieutenant, but here we are. I suppose that you
know that the redskins are not more than halt
a mile from this very spot?"
"Is that so?" and the lieutenant was very
much surprised. "No, we did not know that. Jim
Dart had an idea that they might be about ten
miles from here, and he and your clever Chinaman left here about half an hour ago with the
intention of looking for you and Charlie."
"I wish he had waited a little while longer,"
and Wild shook his head, for he knew that it
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was quite likely that Red Foot would have his
braves scouring the vicinity in search of them,
and Jim and Hop would certainly stand a pretty
good chance of being caught.
"Just let us have something to eat, lieutenant,
and then we will strike out and try and find Jim
and Hop,". he said, after a moment's thought.
''It may be that they won't be discovered by the
redskins, and that when they find that we are
not there they will come back and report."
"I hope so," was the reply, and then Gibson
told one of the men to get something ready for
our hero and the scout to eat.
It ·happened that there had been enough left
from the supper to supply their wants, and they
ate hurriedly. They· had just finished when a
report like that of a small cannon sounded
through the woods. Wild looked at Charlie and
gave a nod.
"That's some of Hop's work, I'll bet," he remarked.
"Sure's you're born, ,vild," was the reply.
"That heathen galoot had to do somethin' ter
give ther redskins a scare, even if he found that
we was not there. He can't help shootin' off
them blamed firecrackers he carries, it seems.
But they certainly do make a redskin git up an'
git, and there ain't no mistake about that!"
"Well, I'm sorry he did that, for it might mean
that he will fall into the hands of the Sioux,
and if he does we will only have the trouble and
risk of getting him away from them. If Jim
and Hop had only stayed here until we came,
everything would be all right. But I know very
well that Jim thought he was doing the best
thing by going to look for us. Come on! We
will go and see what's up."
As Wild and Charlie knew just where the Indian camp was, they did not take their horses,
but started through the woods on foot, after
first advising the lieutenant to keep his men
right where they were, unless they should hear
firing. The two headed through the woods, stepping as lightly as possible and dodging the trees
that were in their way until they heard the
sound of voices. They both knew that they must
be very near the camp before the voices came to
their ears. The Indians were not talking very
loud and their guttural tones sounded harsh upon
the ears of our two friends. But it was not the
:first time they had heard them, by any means,
and with the greatest of caution they kept on.
A few seconds later they could see the fire
burning in the woods, and then having something
to guide them, they went on swiftly, but noiselessly. Not until he was within two hundred
feet of the fire did Young Wild West think of
halting. But just then his foot struck something, and he almost fell to the ground.
"Hip hi!" screamed a voice sharply. "Lookee
outee, Misler Jim! Um ledskin allee samee fallee
over me, so be."
"Shet up, you heathen galoot!" said Cheyenne
Charlie warningly, for he kne\V very well it was
Hop Wah our hero had stumbled over. "l reckon you'll have ther whole gang of redskins after
us now."
The words had scarcely been uttered by the
3cout when the sound of many feet could be
heard. The Sioux had certainly started in that
direction, though they remained strangely silent,
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as far as shouting was concerned. Wild thooght
quickly. He did not want to lead the Indians to
the camp of the cavalrymen, so he quickly advised his companions to climb the trees nearest to
them.
CHAPTER XL-Ready fo rthe Attack.
Jim Dart was within ten feet of Hop when
Wild stumbled over him. Then the. Chinaman
called out he thought that one 0£ the redskins
had caught him, but the moment he heard the
voice of Cheyenne Charlie a thrill of delight shot
through him. When Wild advised them to climb
the nearest trees he spoke in a very low tone of
voice, but Jim heard him just the same, and,
acting on the suggestion, he quickly climbed a
pine that was right at his elbow.
He could hear the others going up also, and
hl;l felt that they would be safe for the time at
least. It happened that our hero and the Chinaman made for the same tree. Wild gave Hop
a boost and then went up rapidly himself. Charlie climbed the tree on the right of them, which
was not more than.ten feet distant, the limbs interlocking. They had barely got into comfortable
positions when the Sioux braves we1·e right beneath them. Two of them carried burning brands
!rom the fire, and tl1ey were bending over, holdmg them close to the ground, so they might
find the tracks of the Chinaman, who had uttered the scream.
It so happened that the ground was not very
soft just there, and unfortunately for our friends
their tracks could not be discovered in the dim
light the burning brands sent out. The searching redskins went around the trees several times
but luckily they never thought of looking up'.
The only thing that worried our hero was that
some of the searching party might go as far as
the camp of the cavalrymen. But not one of
them could learn that the Fighting Fifteen were
so near by, as he meant to take them by surprise, and thus gain an advantage over them
from the very start. For fully ten minutes the
braves scouted the bushes in that vicinity, but
they were baffled at every turn.
Once or twice they found footprints, but they
al~ seemed pointing toward their own camp, and
this seemed rather mysterious to them. Wild
and his partners could hear them talking in
their own language, and they could understand
enough to know what they were saying. After
a while the searchers gave up and 1·eturned to
make a report to their chhief. As Wild saw
them heading that way he climbed nearer to the
top of the tree. From there he could see all that
was going on in the camp.
Red Foot was still pacing back and forth before the fire. He appeared to be much agitated.
Wild was more than satisfied with the way things
had tu:med out. It had been a rather strenuous
afternoon for him, and the scout as well. But
they had gained the point they were after, and
he decided to make an attack upon the band that
was called the Savage Sioux the very :first thing
in the morning. He saw that the chief had
added to the number of sentries he had posted
around the camp. But as none of them happened
to be very close to the trees in which our friends
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had concealed themselves, there was a very good
chance of getting down and returning to the
camp.
B;:it it was about twenty minutes after they
had ascended the trees before he . started to descend. Wp.en he got down to where Hop was
calmly sitting in a fork he whispered to him to
go on down to the ground, and be sure not t o
make any noise in doing it.
"Allee light," said Hop, and then he obeyed to
the very letter.
Wild soon followed him, and then he took the
risk of calling out in a whisper:
"Come on, boys. I reckon we don't need to sit
here any longer."
Two minutes later Charlie and Jim were upon
the ground, and then the four stole softly away
from the spot. It was not time now to explain
matters, so Jim and Hnp went for their horses,
Wild and Charlie following them. Not until they
came in sight of the camp did they begin to r&late the happenings of the day. Jim told all he
had to tell in a few words, but as it would take
our hero and the scout longer to relate what had
ha ipened to them, they kept the best part of it
back until they were comfortably seated in the
camp. To say that the cavalrymen were delighted to see them all there safe and sound would be
hardly expressing it.
'l"he Fighting Fifteen all wanted to shake
hands with Wild and the scout, so they were accommodated. Then it was that Wild gave a detailed description of what had happened to them
during the afternoon and evening. Though they
we1~ so near to the camp of the redskins, they
heard nothing of them during the night. The
camp was kept in total darkness, and it might
have been that some of the Sioux scouts were
very near the place at different times, but not
near enough to hear or see anything that would
indicate the presence of an enemy.
Wild and Cha1·lie slept well that night, for
they knew they had good men on guard. But
when the first gray streaks showed in the east
next morning our hero was awake. He quickly
arose and found no one awake but the three cavalrymen who were doing guard duty. After
speaking to them, he awakened Cheyenne Charlie
and Jim Dart, and then he soon routed out Hop.
"Get a move_ on you, you sleepy heathen," he
said. "We want some coffee before we strike in
to clean out the redskins."
"Allee light," answered Hop, as he sat up and
rubbed his eyes. "Me allee samee sleepy so much
soundee me no gittee um eyes open velly muchee
quickee. Me hully uppee, Misler Wild."
He did hurry, too, and it was not long before
he had kindled a fire with the light brush he
could find, so that the smoke would not be apt
to be discovered by the redskins as it arose beyond the tree tops. But Wild knew they could
expect little danger from the smoke, anyhow, as
it was not yet i:eally daylight, and the chances
we1·e that few of the Indians were awake. Not
until the coffee was boiling over the fire did he
awaken the lieutenant.
Gibson had no sooner got up and washed himself from the pail of water Hop brought him
from the brook than he passed the word to one
of the g uards to awaken the rest of the men.
They all arose quickly, and were soon waiting

for the breakfast the Chinaman was gettu1g
ready. When they had finished eating it, it was
quite light, though the sun had not yet appeared.
Streaks of red and gold in the east hot from
north to south, and gave promise of a bright
day, and as our hero looked at it he made a resolve deep down within h is heart that it would
not be a bright day for Red Foot and his savage
band.
Jim had told him that they had planned a
raid upon some settlers that very day, and the
boy was bent upon preventing it, if there was a
way to do it. After the remains of the early
morning meal had been cleared away, the blank~t_s and other requisites were pucked in the provision wagon and the mules hitched up.
_"Now, then," sai d Wild, addressing Lieutenant
Gibson, "I reckon the Fighting Fifteen can get
ready for some tall fighting."
When all was in readiness Wild took the lead
and they proceeded along the edge of the woods.
When they got to the spot that was opposite to
the camp of the redskins they turned in and
rode forward at a brisk canter. In less than
two m!nutes they reached the spot where our hero
and his partners had last' seen the redskins, but
the place was deserted now. The Savage Sioux
had taken an early start, and got away before
the cavalrymen reached them.

CHAPTER XII.-The Raid of the Savage Sioux.
Since Young Wild West, the dashing paleface
boy, had escaped from him, Red Foot had been
uneasy. It was little that he slept that night
in spite of the fact that he knew he was weli
gua~ded by his trusted ~raves. It was hardly
darhght when he got up m the morning, and he
quickly passed the word through the camp that
they were to move as soon as possible.
The Sioux answered the call promptly, and
after they had eaten breakfast, without making
a fire, they rode on through the woods and struck
the big patch of sagebrush. The murderous old
ch)ef had not given up the idea of making the
raid, but he was afraid that Young Wild West
might have gone to the settlement and warned
the men there. Even though his most trusted
scouts assured him that the prisoners had not
gone that way when they ran from the camp the
afternoon before, he believed that such was the
case.
But that they could hardly expect to do much
in fighting an attack from the hundred Indians
he knew. Yet he might lose some more of hi~
men and this he did not want to do. Until
Young Wild West appeared he had been .very
successful in this, but now he could figure up
nearly a dozen that were missing from his ranks.
Between the settlement and the woods was a hill,
and this shut off all view of the houses. There
were hills all around the settlement, save the side
on which the river ran. Red Foot wanted to get
around to the other side of the place, near the
river. There would be a much better chance for
them to get out of sight quickly if they did that.
It was getting lighter all the time, and though
he was running the risk of being discovered,
should any one from the settlement happen tc
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come to the top of the hH!, the ord chief led his
men around, the ponies at a trot. They made a
detour of perhaps three miles before they struck
a patch· of woods, and then, satisfied with what
he had done so far, Red Foot called a halt.
"I want two braves to go and find out how
many men there are in the settlement, and
whether Young Wild West is there or not;" he
said, in the language of the Sioux.
This was a call for volunteers, and a dozen or
more responded at once. The chief looked pleased. He ran his eye over them and was sure that
any of them would do. But he selected only two
of them, and bade them make a report ~quickly
as they could. Probably if Lame Bear -h'1d been
there he would have been one of the two to go;
but Lame Bear would never show up alive before
Red Foot again. He had been given the sorrel
stallion that belonged to Young Wi1d West, as
well as the boy's rifle and cartridge belt, and he
had gone to look for the two who had escaped.
He would never return, for he had been shot
while he was trying to capture them. He had
been the first to drop when the six made a dash
for the rocks behind which Wild and Charlie
took shelter the night before, and it was a bullet
from the scout's revolver that had turned the
trick. The two braves had little 01' no difficulty
in creeping close to the collection of log shanties,
as no one there expected that hostile Indians
were near them. The men of the settlement
were mostly huters and tl·appers, and they had
not heard that the band called the Savage Sioux
were on the warpath.
It happened that there were not more than
eight men there at the time, the others being
out after pelts and game. The two spies soon
found this out, and satisfied that Young Wild
West and his partner were not there, they returned to the waiting band, and reported to the
chief. Red Foot's eyes danced with pure delight.
He now thought he was going to make the one
great raid he had planned, and then hie away
to the hills and hurl defiance at the soldiers who
came to hunt him down. He called half a dozen
of the leading braves and a pow-wow was held.
This lasted about ten minutes, and the result
was that they decided to go ahead and make the
raid, The Sioux scoundrels did not have to cross
the river in order to make the dash upon the
unsuspecting settlers. A ride of less than half a
mile through the sparse timber patch would bring
them right to it, and then all they would have
to do would be to make a dash and begin their
work of death and destruction. When everything
was in readiness Red Foot gave the word and
they set out.
The sun was not yet up, but would be in a few
minutes. In a very short time they emerged
from the woods, riding without making a sound.
As they appeared a woman, who was getting
some water from a little brook that was a tributary to the river, happened to look up and see
them. She dropped her pail and ran for the
nearest house, crying out an alarm as she went,
for she had seen the painted faces of the Indians, and she knew what that probably meant.
Then it was that the Savage Sioux utte1·ed theii·
war-whoop and rode forward at a gallop. The
raid had been started. But as surprised as they
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were, those in the log shanties made a resistance.
Flashes of flame began coming from the windows
of the little buildings, and the reports rang out
on the clear morning ail- as the rifles were di.I.·
charged.
CHAPTER XIII.-Conclusion.
Young Wild West and his partners were not
a little surprised when they found that the Indians had gone.
"Well, boys," said he, turning to his partners ·
and the lieutenant, "we will take up the trail
right away, and I reckcn it won't be long before
we find them."
There was no difficulty in following the trail,
and soon the cavalrymen were in motion again.
When they got to the other side of the timber
and struck the patch of sagebrush they could see
nothing of them, however, and this made them
think right away that they must have gone over
to a small patch of woods that was a little over
a mile away, else they would be in sight. An examination of the trail indicated this, and with
Wild and his partners in the lead they set out
at a canter. Hop, who was driving the mule
team ahead, was quickly left behind, and it is
safe to say that he did not like this very much.
But the mules were pretty fresh now, and he did
not spare the whip. The result was tRat he got
them on the run, and the provision wagon went
bumping along through the sagegrass a s though
it was being pursued by Indians, rather than
heading toward them. Skirting the hill, the cavalrymen went on around. Wild looked ove1· his
shoulder and saw that in a very few minutes the
sun would show itself. He could see the snakelike stream not far beyond, and he knew it was
the North Platte. When they were half-way
around to the timber pa tch it occurred t.o Wild
to ride off to the right and try to get a view of
the redskins. It was just then that a volley
sounded half a mile away. The dashing young
I
·
deadshot gave a start.
"Can it be that the1·e is a settlement s0 dose
by?" he asked himself. "By jingo! We 1nust
hurry a little, I reckon."
Strnight for the hill he now rode, not bothering with the Indian trail any longer. As he
reached the top a startling sight met his gs 'le.
Not far distant was a collection of log shanties,
and surrounding them was the band of Savage
Sioux. '!'hey were yelling themselves hoarse an1
firing rapidly.
"Come on, boys!" shouted the young deadshot.
"Red Foot is raiding a settlement which lies right
below us. Come on! We haven't a moment ta
lose."
The cavalrymen responded wi t h a cheer, and
down the hill they came, follcwing Cheyenne
Charlie and Jim Dart closely. They were less
than a quaTter of a mile from the scene before
the Indians saw them. But this did not stop
them; it seemed to urge them to do their work
fast, instead. In less than a minute one of the
shanties was seen to be in flames, while two or
three redskins could be seen riding about with
blazing to:!:ches, bent upon their work of destruction. As one of them dismounted and was about
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to apply the torch to a pile of dry grass that
one of the others had slipped beneath a shanty,
our hero's Winch ester flew to his shoulder. Crang !
As the report 1·ang out the Sioux staggered back
and fell to the g1'0und.
•
On came Yung Wild West and his partners,
with the cavah·ymen doing their best to keep up
with them. In another minute they were near
enough to open fire with telling effect, and then
the redskins began dropping right and left. But
Red Foot was worked into a frenzy now, and he
kept yellirig fo1· his braves to meet the foe and
wipe them out.
"Charge them!" shouted our hero, waving hii:;
hat to give courage to the cavalrymen .
Our hero suddenl/ saw that the foot of the hill
was too steep for the horses to make the ascent
safely, so reining in his steed, he quickly dismounted and motioned for his followers to dismount. Then he leaped over the embankme nt ai,d
rushed straight for the fiendish redskins, who
had nearly succeeded in making the raid on the
settlement complete. As Young Wild West led
the Fighting Fifteen down the hill in a despe1·ate
charge upon the Sioux, a scream rang out. It
was the voice of a female, and with reckless daring, they ran to the rescue. Meanwhile the log
cabin was burning fiercely. It seemed that at
least one of them would be destroyed by fire,
for there was no time to put out the flames. One
of the Sioux had caught a white girl and had
her upon 'his horse before him. Others of the
band surrounded him, so he might have a chance
to get away, for the Sioux were now acting as
though they meant to beat a retreat. Wild emptied the chambers of one of his revolvers into
the ranks of the foe, and then using it as a
dub, forced his way to the spot. The Indian
raised a tomahawk as though to kill the girl,
and then it was th,lt the dashing young <leadshot
brought his other revolver into play. Crack!
The tomahawk dropped from the redskin's hand
as he fell back and slipped to the ground. Crack!
Crack! The boy did not stop until he had emptied the chambers, and at each shot a Sioux went
down to rise no more. Meanwhile the cavalrymen were killing the redskins right and left.
Lieutenant Gibson led them in a fearless, not to
say reckless way, and they circled about among
the Sioux, who were now doing their best to
escape, and spared none. As fast as the chambers of their· revolvers were emptied they were
refilled and the work continued.
Young Wild West knew they had won, and he
was now looking for the chief. The bullets flew
about him, but he seemed to bear a charmed life,
and as he neared one of the log shanties he
aught sight of the very one he was looking for.
Red Foot was in the act of mounting his horse
to flee.
"Hold on!" cried the dashing young deadshot.
"I reckon I want you, Red Foot!"
The chief saw the boy and recognized him
right away. He dropped back to the ground, and
drawing his knife, paused a moment as though
he meant to wait for the young deadshot. But
he suddenly changed his mind and mounted his
horse. It had happened that Red Foot had emptied his revolv~, and his 1·ifle had been dropped
111 hi;; haste to get away. He had no time to re-

load the revolver, so he made up his mind to ride
off and make his escape. Wild kept gaining
upon him rapidly now. But when he saw he was
being gained upon Red Foot undertook to reload
h is weapon. Wild was less than twenty yards
from him at the time, and he quickly took aim
and pulled the trigger. Crack! As the report
rang out the revolver dropped from the Sioux
chief's hand. A savage shout left the lips of
the chief as he realized how helpless he was. But
there was still a chance for him. He had his
hunting knife, and he would fight it out. This
he flashed defiantly at the boy, as he came dashing up. At that moment the boy swung off to
the left of him ·and g.athered his lariat for a
throw. Red Foot realized what was about to
happen . He let out a fierce yell and tried to
urge the pony to a faster gait. But it was useless. Wild's rope circled over his head a couple
of times and then the noose went whirling toward
the chief. Down it came over his head and that
of the pony. The trained sorrel braced himself
with his front legs, and the next instant both
steed and rider were rolling in the dust. Wild
dismounted in a hurry. Just as the Indian chief
succeeded in getting free from the rope he
reached him. Red Foot struck at him with his
knife, but the boy easily evaded the bl"ow. He
struck out with his left fist, and catching him
in the pit of the stomach, sent him to the ground,
doubled like a half-opened jacknife. Before Red
Foot could regain his wind, or make a move to
g et up, he was made a prisoner. The lariat was
used with swift and sure effect by our hero.
Wild now mounted his horse, and rode from the
spot at a walk, the end of the lariat tied to the
horn of his saddle. His captive had the use of
his feet and legs, and either had to walk or be
dragged. He chose the former way, and was
taken to the scene of the . raid. The fighting
was all over now. The Fighting Fifteen had done
their wo1·k quickly and well, and only about a
dozen of the Indians escaped death. These were
now prisoners. The blaze had been extinguishe d
but the cabin's roof was burned off. Thou gh
half & dozen of them had been wounded slightly,
the Fighting Fifteen were right there, ready for
more, if the chance came.
The raid of the Savage Sioux had been nipped
in the bud by Young Wild West and the Fighting
Fifteen, and that about winds up our story. But
we might add that Lieutenant Gibson fell in love
with the girl that had been rescued in the nick
of time, and that before he left the little settlement he asked permission to come and see her.
His request was granted, for the girl was without
a lover, and she saw in the dashing second lieutenant a young man that was just to her liking.
The dangerous band of Sioux had been cleaned
up, so Young Wild West and his friends soon
headed for Weston to join the girls and spend a
short vacation . there. That they got there, and
had a good time while they remained, goes without saying.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST LASSOING THE LYNCHER S; or, ARIETT A'S QUICK SHOT."
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CURRENT NEWS
SAW MANY SN AKES
G. F. Sloan, an express messenger, saw snakes
the other morning, twenty-eight of them. Sloan's
vision, however, was perfectly good, as the snakes
were there. A crate in which the reptiles were
being shipped from Harper, Kan., ti:> Michigan,
broke open and the snakes began to crawl in all
directions among the exp1·ess packages. Sloan
captured twenty-four of t h e fugitives an d killed
f our of them. The incident occurred in an express car.
T HREW BOY IN PIG STY, HOG DEVOURED
.
HIM
A terrible crime has been reported from Charleroi, Belgium, where a farmer after eaptu r ing
a nine-year-old boy who was stealing apples locked him in a pig sty with a sow and went away
withou t needin g the youngster's cries of a larm.
On retu rning t o the pig sty, several hours later,
he found the sow eating the last morsels of
flesh from the b oy's b ones. T he police succeeded
in a rresting the farmer j ust as the neighbors
w ere preparing t o lynch him.
ISLANDS TO . UN ITED
STAT ES
T he lntransigeant suggests that the French
delegation to the Washington conference for the
W OULD
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lim itati on of armament shol'!d offer to sell Tahiti
and the Marques:is islands to the United States
as coaling stations, contending that they h ave l itt le except sentimental value for France, but
would be of tremendous strategic importance to
America.
F r ance never has developed these islands extensively for commercial p urposes and they are
so far from the beaten track that it took three
months for the faithful natives to receive the
news of the signjng of the armistice.
P OOR IN BERLIN LIVE ON LESS THAN 2
CENTS A DAY.
More than 2,400,000 invalids, cripples, orphans
and aged men and women in Germany are trying
t o live on tv·o marks and 900 pfennigs a day or
less, which is, at the present rate of exchance,
less than two cents, a nd only in certain cases,
where a city pays a m aximum of 150 marks a
months, do they receive more, accordi ng t o an appeal just issued by the League for t he Invalids
a;1d Widows of German y, which asks for aid.
The appeal concludes with a bit t er reproach
that millions are being made in business and the
cities are resplerdent with luxu ry while a maj ority of -the population of Germany is going to
1·uin.
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Six Silver Stars
-OR--

THE BOY TREASURE HUNTERS OF
YUCATAN
By DICK ELLISON

CHAPTER XVII.-( Continued.)
They went to the room where the trap was
nnd stood in the doorway watching the Colonel
who was talking to the professor.
Pr~sently Dwi~gins started off along the platform in the other direction. and as he did so,
the Colonel raised his right hand.
"Now," said Al, and he made for the trapdoor, starting . to open it, but for some reason
what had been so easy before proved impossible
now.
"
The Co1onel came in while he was at it.
"What are you tI-ying to do?" he asked, ~nd
kl explained.
The Colonel studied the stone.
Presently he went over to the other side of it
and stamped his foot, wMreupon the big stone
swung around on_ its pivot-it did not pull up
from the floor-and the steps were revealed.
· "There you are !" he cried. "You were pressing on the wrong end."
"I tried it on all sides," -r eplied Al. "However it makes no difference so long as we got it
open. ' Hold on! We need a light! Stupid of
me! It never once entered my head. We shall
. have to ri g up a torch."
"This will answer the purpose," said the Colonel, producing an electric flash-light.
"Just the thing!" cried Al. "You go ahead
with ·t, Oliver, and I will follow."
They started down the stairs, but now another
difficulty arose.
Close the trap-door they could not.
All took a hand at the attempt, but evei-y effort failed.
"This is a bad job," said Al. "I hate to go
and leave it open."
"We are losing time, my bov," replied the Colonel, quietly. "Don't forget Mona."
"We must go," said Al. "If the professor
follows, it won't make so much difference. He
can't swim."
"That's what he says," -added Oliver, "but who
can believe him after all the lies he has told?"
They started down the steps then and kept on
to the edge of the underground lake.
"This is wonderful!" exclaimed the Colonel.
"What a singular body of water; but look here,
Al, in which direction do we swim?"
"You may search me," replied Al, looking puzzled. "I'm blest if I know. When I went before
there was a light at the other end to guide us."
"And now there is none. It will be a swim in
the dark. I'm afraid nothing is going to come
out of this, my boy."
"I'm afraid not," replied Al, despairingly. "We

might swim around here for a month and never
hit the place where I landed."
"We shall have to give it up and go back,"
sighed the Colonel. "What you say is only too
true."
"Hark!" exclaimed Oliver. "I hear something
coming down the stairs."
They stood listening and all could hear the
footsteps.
"It's the professor, of course," said Oliver.
"The India!'is, being barefooted, would not make
that noise."
"Let him come on," replied Al. "It makes no
difference now."
They waited and in a few minutes, sure enough,
the professor put in an appearance.
"Ah, my dear Colonel!" he exclaimed. "What's
all this?- An exploring expedition? Why didn't
you tell me? After Miss Mona, I suppose. Count
me in, oJ course. If there is any fighting to be
doI}e, yolhs truly is a dead shot. But how comes
it that you have taken up with these young rascals again?"
"Captain," replied Colonel Heffud, "permit me
to choose my own company. Also permit me to
say that if your presence here had been desired
it would have been asked for."
"Come, come! Don't be cross," replied the
professor, lightly. "What have we here? Underground lake. Quite a curiosity. Seems to bar
the way, though."
"So much so that we had just given up. Come
boys, let's go back. If Captain Sandford wants
to remain here in the dark that's his privilege.
We shall have to try some other road to reach
1
my daughter."
"Wait a moment," said Al. "I've got an idea.
I don't· suppose there's any harm trying it."
He felt in his pocket and produced the six silver stars.
CHAPTER XVIII.
Swimming the Underground Lake.
At the sight of the six silver stars the professor
gave a start.
"There they are, Colonel," he cried. "Those are
the stars ! Hand over my p1·operty, young fellow."
And the impudent rascal even went so far as
to make a grab for them. Al pulled back just
in time .
"Enough of this nonsense!" cried the Colonel,
sternly. "Be good enough to mind your own
business, Sandford, and let the boy alone. This
is no treasure hunt. We are after my girl."·
Dwiggins subsided, but stood glaring at Al,
who asked the Colonel if he had the rod.
"Why, yes," was the reply. "What's the idea?"
"The idea is that these six silver stars have
already worked · wonders as you would understand if I was at liberty to tell you all. They
may again. Let me have the rod, please."
The Colonel produced it and Al proceeded to
adjust the stars.
Having done this, he stepped to the edge of
the water, and raising his rod, yelled with all his
might: "Bo!"
(To be continued)
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LIVE WILD IN RUSSIAN
WOODS
Children are living in the woods and fields like
young animals in some parts of the famine district of Saratov, says an official wireless c,ispatch
from Moscow. They are little waifs who have
fled from the famine-stricken cities and village,:,
and subsist on roots and grass. When adults
approach they flee, showing every evidence of
fear.
Overcrowding of children's homes has been
carried so far in the Syrzan and Ufa districts
that some of the institutions are sheltering fou r
times as many children as they have accommodation for. In these places chi1dren take turns
in occupying such beds a s are available, one sma1 l
famine victim chawling into a bed the moment
another child vacates it.
"Entire families are jumping into rivers, and
cases are reported of parents strangling their
children rather than see them die by starvation,"
said the dispatch, which also gives the first report of disorderly migration. "Over the roads
in the Irbit district is m oving a band of disorderly refugees from _starving Volga."
CHILD REN

BIGGEST FERRYBOAT
Real champagne was used recently in christening the new n•unicipal ferryboat Theodore
Roosevelt at the fltaten I l and Shipbuilding Corporation'::; yard, Mariners H arbor, Staten I sland.
The boat, the largest in the country, cost $375,000. She will seat 1,700 persons, which is a
capacity greater by 400 than that of any other
ferryboat in the United States.
Mrs. Grover A. Whalen, wife of the Commissioner of Plants and Structure~, was sponsor.
The great vessel slipped down the way and entered the water gracefully, while the Police Band
played and the visitors and workers cheered.
The Theoclore Roosevelt is 250 feet long, •is
rated at 2,000 tonfi and can develop B,500 ho rsepower from engines that will drive her fifteen
knots an hour. The boat will be rnady to carry
travelers on December 1.
Mayor Hylan headed a party of prominent official s and on behalf of the city accepted the
boat. He says the people of Staten I sJand are
to be congratulated on having a ship co ncern
able to produce s uch a boat in record time . He
went on:
"This is the happies t day of my life. While
other administrations thought Staten Is land unimportant, this administration ha· helped to d~velop it. This wi ll be the greatest borough m
the greatest city in the world when it gets its
just dues."

while her son, Oscar, superintended the actual
construction.
In December, 1920, the first of H0lm & Son was
dissolved by the death of Axel H olm, veteran
contractor. One of his last request s was that hi R
road contracts should be completed. Mrs. Holm
as admini strator of the estate, promised that
Holm's section of hi ghway No. 35 would be completed by the Holm interests. The route is between the head of the lakes and the Twin Cities
and will be a part of the Mississippi Valley scenic
highway from New Orleans to Canada.
As many as fifty-seven m en have been work- •
ing at one time on the road this summer. The
average has been forty. Mrs. Holm took char ge
of the construction camp last spring. Ilesides
m a nagi ng the finances and or(lering supplies,
Mrs. Holm was camp cook. F,:,ed -for twenty
tea ms was another item "the cook" had to look
out for .
The $49.000 job has been completed. A daughter, Vi vian, kept the books and was her mother's
right han d "man" in the fi nancial management.
The oldest da u ghter, Verna, also is an expert
financier. She is employed at the Wisconsin
State Bank.
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The Craigston Mystery.
By

COL.

RALPH

FENTON

I received a telegram from my old friend Jerpme Barker one Saturday night, summoning me
to his house in the town of Ashton,
I left New York the same night, for the tone
of the telegram was most urgent. This iii a copy:
"Come at once.

"Asht9n, October - , 188-.
Must see you without delay."

Jer ome Ba1·ker was a man well advanced in
years. He was poor. An unlucky speculation had
impoverished him. He was a widower. One child,
a lovely daughter, who was the joy and sunlight
of his home, had been spared to him.
She was pui·e and good, gentle and affectionate. The ideal of womankind was she, and I considered myself a particularly happy man, because
she was my affianced wife.
Jerome Barker resided on the outskirts of the
country village, in an old tumble-down structure
that had once been the pride of the county.
Charles Craigston, a wealthy sea captain, built
the place but ten years before he was mysteriously murdered, and the place fell to decay, and
passed into other hands.
To the day of which I am writing the secret of
who killed Charles Craigston had not been solved,
and it seemed that it never would be.
I was not in the country at the time of the
Craigston murder, and had no hand in the investigation of the ca'Se.
Upon my arrival at Ashton I hurried on foot
in the direction of Mr. Barker's. My heart was
full of joy. I was soon to enfold the girl I loved
in my fond embrace. But I was also curious. I
could not help wondering what Mr. Barker could
want of me.
Reaching the residence, I was surprised to find
it closed. There was no evidence that anyone was
at home. The blinds were drawn.
I knocked. No answer. I tried the door. It
wa s fastened. I was somewhat ala1·med. Passing
to t he rear, I tried the door there. This was also
secured : All was silence. It oppressed me.
Filled with misgivings, I took a seat on the
porch.
"I'll wait a reasonable time for their return," I
thought. I supposed they were not out of town.
They would not have left•after telegmphing me
to come af once. Of this I was confident.
It was evening. As the shadows lengthened I
became more and more uneasy.
"1,Vhy do they not return?"
Again and again I asked myself this question.
· I could answer it.
I waited an hour longer. Then I set out for
the vil12ge. I knew my affianced and her father
had some good friends there. The residence of
these friends I visited, but no trace of Nellie or
he!' father could I find. No one had seen them
that dny. I was positively alarmed.
Accompanied by some of the people of the town,
I retm-Aw to the residence of Mr. Barker. The
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premonition of impending calamity was strong
upon me.
We reached the house. The door was forced.
The interior revealed. There was no one there.
The house was deserted. The sitting-room .was
in confusion, and verywhere there were signs of
a struggle. I felt that I had discovered the evi·
dence of a crime.
"This house is fatal!" I cried.
"1,Vhy so?" a neighbor a sked.
"Craigston was murder ed here. Now Mr. Barker and his daughter have either been murdered
and their bodies concealed, or they have been abduct ed," I replied.
"Do you think t hat?" he asked.
"I do."
.I sprang to my feet. I was excited.
"I'll find the trail of the a ssa ssin or the abductors, and, heaven helping me, I'll track them
down if it takes a lifetime to accomplish the
task," I said.
I began the investiga tion . I found the tracks
of several men. They wore rough boots with
huge nails in the soles. The tracks led through
the garden . They entered the meadow at the
rear of the house. Beyond was the wooded mountains. The forest there swept away for miles.
The mountains were inhabited.
A rude class of people-lumbermen and charcoal burners-dwell in isolated cabins there.
It struck me that the abductors of my affianced
and her father had gone to the mountains.
In the meadows the grass was thick. Here the
trail was lost, I could follow it no farther. What
was to be done? I knew not. Upon whom should
I call for assistance?
"We may as well tm·n back. The trail is lost,"
I said.
I thought I would organize a party and search
the mountains. At, this moment an old backwoodsman strode forw a rd.
"I've got a dog to hum that are lightnin' on
trailin'. He's a bl oodhound from Georgia. Sold
his parents to an Uncle Torn sl;iow. Got right
smart fer 'em, too. Specs I better send Jelija
Billdad-that's my youngest $On, thi s ere likely
cub yere-arter Hunkidora, which are the name
o' my bloodhound purp. Bet a coonskin he'll track
yer men down fer ye."
"Send the boy for the hound, by all means.
Dela y not a moment. I'll pay you well." These
remarks I made quickly.
"All right, guvner, I'm off," said the boy, and
he started on a run for his father's cottage.
We awaited his r eturn. I1 the dog proved of
service, there was still hope that I might find the
missing ones.
But what had puzzled me was to find the motive for this out r age. Why had Nellie and her
father been carried off? Therein lay the mystery.
There was never yet a crime committed without a
motive. Mr. Barker was a poor man, and to my
knowledge he had no enemies. Nellie was beloved
by all. She had no suitor save myself. It seemed
that no one in the world could gain anything by
her abduction or that of her father.
At last the boy, Belija Billdad, arrived. He led
a huge hound. The animal was yellow. He was,
moreover, the most ,savage-lookine- snecimen I
ever saw in my life.
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:Meanwhile the boy had put the hound on the
trail. The creature uttered a Jong-drawn l1owl.
Then he darted away. With long and rapid
bounds he dashed across the field. We followed.
We reached the forest-clad mountain. For
hours and hours we continued our pursuit. The
hound was never al.fault.
Day grew to a close. The night came on, and
the sky becl:lme overcast.
"Looks ,like rain," said the owner of the hound.
"So it does , and should it rain, will not the trail
be lost? The water will destroy the scent," I
said.
"That's right, cap; but I do hope, arter all the
trouble we've tuck, it won't up and rain and knock
us out in that way," replied the old woodsman.
After that we anxiously watched the threatening heavens until the darkness became complete
and we could no longer do so. The hours wore
on. Midnight came. The sky began to lighten.
The moon came out. Still no rain.
"We are all right now, and from the actions of
Hunkidora, I take it we are comin' to our game,"
said the old woodsman.
"Better be cautious now, dad," said the boy
Billdad.
After this we advanced with circumspection.
Presently the report of a rifle rang out. Mingled with the detonation of the discharge came
a terrible howl.
"Oh, sufferin' Samson! They hev shot the purp.
Oh, Hunkidora! Hunkidora!" cried the old woodsman.
As he spoke he bounded forward, gun in hand.
Myself and the others followed .. A moment lateT,
bursting- through a ticket, ,Ye came upon a cleared space. There w·a s a ledge of rock s there. In
the ledge was the opening of a cave.
A man stood there with a smoking rifle in his
hand. At his feet Jay the dead body of a hound.
The old woodsman uttered a y"ell of rage at the
sight.
Bang!
Thus his rifle spoke. He fired at the man who
stood at the entrance of the cave. The bullet
struck him. He fell. We all rushed to him.
,
At that moment a scl'eam from within the cave
reached m y ears . I entered it. I had recognized
the voice. It was that of Nellie Barker.
Within the cave I found her. I also found her
father. Bo t h ·were pr ison ers, bound hand and
foot. Quickly I severed their bonds. Then a hurried explanation followed:
"The reason I telegraphed for you ·was this,"
said Mr. Barker..
Then he continued as follows: "Although I
have always kept it a profound secret from all,
even from Nellie, she is my daughter by adoption
only. She was left at my door when a mere thing
not more than two years old. My wife took her
and cared for her, and our hearts went out to her
as though she were our own child.
"A few days ago a strange, dark-looking man
eallecl at my house. He made a good many inquiries, and led me to talk of the past. Finally
he asked me if I did not find a little girl infant
at my door seventeen years ago. I did not deny
it.
Nellie entered the room. At the sight of her
the stranger was strangely , ag·itated, and when
Nellie wa s g·one he said:
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· "That girl is the infant who was left at your
door."
Then he went on to say that the child was his
own, that he had been obliged to d~f\e1-t her, and
that he had come now only to assure himself that
she yet lived. In conclusion he said:
"I find her in good hands. Keep her as your
own daughter always."
Soon after he was gone. That very night, after
dark, I saw him lurking near the house; and last
night, as we were about retiring for the night, the
door was dashed open, and the stranger who
claimed to be Nellie's father and two other men,
all sfrangers to me, entered. We weTe seized,
bound and hurried here. The cause of the outrage I cannot comprehend. An hour ago all the
men but the one who claimed to be Nellie's father
left. He remained on guard ..
This was Mr. Barker's st ory.
As he concluded the boy Billda4 entered the
cave and said:
"The man dad winged is dyin' and he wants to
speak wid you."
Accompanied by the others, I hastened from
the cave.
"I have a confession to make," said the dying
man as we reached his side.
"I am not the girl's father, but I know who she
is. She is the only child and lawful heiress of
Captain Craigston, who was murdered years ago.
She was stolen the night of the murder by the
man I employed to kill Craigston. That man
told me he dr owned the child; but a month ago
he said he had lied, and directed me whel'e to find
the girl.
"I caused the death of Captain Craigston for
revenge.
"A few month s ago I learned that an immense
estate in Eng land h ad been left to. Captain
Craigston or his heirs. Advertisements appeared
in New York and Canada paper ~ sayin~ the said
Craigston had last been hea r d from in America.
I satisfied myself that the ma n who~e death I
had caused was the Craigston w anted, so I determined to abduct his only heiress, force her to
many me, and through her g ain possesion of the
English fortune.
"That I also abducted her father was to cause
the girl to yield, threatening to kill him if she
1·efusecl to become my wife."
This was the confession of the assassin, for
such he was at heart. Though I knew it not, I
had been trailing the assassin of Captain Craigston. The mystery of that murder was a mystery
no more.
"In a jewel case in my residence--room s in the
city-the address of which you will find on this
card, you will find a locket containing the evidence of the identity of the girl," added the dying man with his last breath.
Next day Nellie and I visited the dead man's
rooms.
Nellie sank into a chair, agitated and nervous,
while I opened a jewel case on the table and took
out the locket.
It contained the needed papers isl establish
Nellie's claim to the fortune, and in due time she
received it.
Vi1ithin thA v 0 :1r we were married.
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partment added, is t he case with the currencies
of Germany, Austria, Poland, Czecho-Slova kia ,
R umania, J ugo-Slavia and H ungary.
In some cases, t he department said, the prices
at which these secu r ities are offered are unduly
high in view of the actua l exchange rate of t he
given currency. There have been instances, the
department asserted, where th ere has been great
disparity between the sale price of the advertised securities in terms of dollars, and the price
at which they could be purchased with American
money in the foreign country .
0
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INTERESTING ARTICLES

LAUGH S
"They call this a 'dumb' waiter," observed Mrs.
Gossip, "but it has told me the secrets of every
family in the house."

"You have your father's eyes, girlie." "Aw, go
on." "And your mother's hair." "Ssh!
If
GIANT TORTOISES
Giant tortoises are now known only from a few mother hears you she'll make rn.e take it off."
islands in the Indian and Pacific oceans, on some
"Pop, did you hurt yourself last night?" "Hurt
of which they were excessively abundant up to
comparativel y recent years. Visiting ships ha,ve myself! What does the child mean?" "Why,
now so greatly reduced their numbers that on Jimmy Smith's pap said he saw you fall off the
most of the islands they are completely or al- water wagon."
most exterminated . On certain of the Galapagos
Tommy-I don't think auntie will stay; she
Islands, some 500 miles off the coast of Equador,
giant tortoises were found in great numbers with- didn't bring any luggage. Johnny-Hus h ! Look
in the last century, and on certain of the islands how long the baby has stayed, and he didn't b ring
were fairly common less than 20 years ago. In anything.
addition to the thousands carried away by ves"Say, did yez hear thot Pat O'Mulligan
~els as food for the crews, great n umbers have
wouldn't have h is new house built of nothin' but
been killed for the oil alone.
imitation stone?" No. an' phwy did he want
nothin' but imitation stone?"
"Because 'tis
A LAW TO SA VE FROGS
So great has been the development of the lik- shamrock."
ing for frog legs in France in recent years that
A teacher of physiology in one of the public
steps have been taken to prevent this delicacy
of the table, which is peculiarly French, from schools of Newark, N. J., received this tart note
pasEing away. All year round frogs were being from the mother of one of her most attentive puhunted to please the palates of the gourmets. pils : "Please don't l earn our Johnny any moar
But now the gourmets themselves have seen. the about his insides as it makes him sassy."
wisdom of not killing the frog with the delicious
legs.
Teacher-Yo u may tell us, Tommy, some of
They have petitioned the Prefect of the Seine the ways in which the element
of fire confers a
Department to declare a closed season for frogs, benefit on the human race. Tommy
and have voluntarily sacrificed themselves so that something of his father's business (who knows
methods)they may the better feast during the rnst of the When the amount of the
insurance exceeds the
year.
value of the stock on hand.
The Prefect has accepted their recommendation and has declared a closed season between
Honey Child-Mamm a, Mi~s Prim has been
the middle of April and the middle of June.
here an hour and the clock's going yet. Fond
Mamma-Wh at do you mean, dearie?
Why
WARNS INVESTORS HERE
shouldn't it go? Honey Child-But papa said
American investors were warned by the Com- when you told him Miss Prim was coming that
merce Department to exercise care in purchasing she was enough to stop a clock.
foreign bonds payable in depreciated cunencies
in the expectation of realizing enormous profits .
A farmer boy and his best girl were seated
when exchange values return to normal. Cer- in a buggy one evening in town, watching the
tain concerns in this country, the department people pass. Near by was a popcorn vender's
said, are offering for sale, national, municipal stand. Presently the lady remarked: "My ! That
and industrial issues expressed in depreciated popcorn smells good!" "That's right," said the
currencies which represent only a small fraction gallant. "I'll drive up a little closer so you can
of their normal exchange value . Thi,;, the dl!- smell it better."
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A FEW GOOD ITEMS
FRANCE DEVELOPING ITS TIDAL POWER
The tidal power at the mouth of the picturesque River Rance, which 'finds an outlet at the
quaint old town and harbor of St. Malo, is about
to be developed by the French Government. The
tide at St. Malo has the great rise of thirty feet,
and the local tppography of the place should be
favorable to economical- construction of the necessary dams to impound water. The system will
be of the double-flow type-that is to say, the
turbines will operate both on the inflowing and
outflowing tide.
FLIVVER PAYS HIS WAY IN UNIVERSITY
Flivvers have been used for many purposes.
But perhaps the latest is that of the sophomore at
Columbia who makes the car pay his expenses
through college in addition to having it for his
own use ..
"I rent it to the fellows in the fraternity
house," he said. "They have to pay for the gas
and any damage they may do. My rates are $3
a day. J. let them drive themselves, of course,
which the garages won't do. The flivver pays
all my board."
4 SIDED PHOTO AT COST OF ONE
"Get yourself in four different positions, ladies
and gentlemen 1 for the price of only one photograph! Here y'are, lady, get the baby's picture
four different ways!"
She stopped.
"You mean that you will take four photos. of
my baby and charge only for one?" she asked.
"Just lemme show you, lady," replied the photographer, and he placed the child in front of the
camera. A few minutes later the photo was
ready to be framed. The bady was depicted in
four different positions.
The photographer had simply availed himself
of three mirrors in the show window of the jewelry store before which he had stationed his camera. The day being Sunday, the store was closed,
and the window was empty except for the mirrors.
POISON IVY PICKED BY CITY DWELLERS
This is the season of the year when the poison
ivy bouquet gains temporary favor with the unsophisticated city dweller spending a day in the
woods and picking a bunch of fall colors to stand
in the vase on the parlor shelf. The plant with
its gaudy shades of red and gold matches· finely
with the oak leaves, golden rod and cattails.
All goes well until some horrified. observer who
remembers his botany, or better still, his own experience, tells him to drop it quick.
Poison ivy abounds in Staten I sland and the
hills of Interstate Park, which places arc popular
with city folks who love to take a bunch of autumn color back to their flats. The poisonous
variety of ivy has three leaves and is easily
enough detected after its acquaintance has once
been made. Some varieties of poison ivy are tree

climbers, while others grow like bushes. Some
persons can handle it wit:h.out danger, while others
may become poisoned without having touched it.
But experienced woodsmen always give it· a wide
berth.
WHALING SCENES WILL BE FILMED
Plans are under way by which the ancient New
Bedford whaling bark Charles W. Morgan will be
used to carry an expedition to the southern
grounds to take 'films of actual whaling scenes.
The object of the trip is to perpetuate for posterity accurate pictures of the industry that made
this city famous.
•
Capt. James A. Tilton, one of New Bedford's
veteran whaling skippers, will be master of the
Morgan for the trip. The old bark was built
here in 1841 and is, therefore, eighty yea rs old
and the only survivor of the type of square rigged whaleship seen years ago in many distant
ports of the world. She is heavily constructed,
as all the old ships were, and many of hex original timbers are as sound a s the day she was
launched. The Morgan is the only survivor of
the old fleet still car rying the original rig.
Scenes in the old parts of the city and at the
wharves where whaleships still disch arge valuable ·cargoes at infrequent intervals will be taken for use in connection with pictures of the
whaleship at sea and incidents of the whale
chase.
'
TO CROSS SAHARA IN NEW TYPE OF
AUTO
The French are planning to establish an automobile connection across the Sahara desert. Experiments are now being carried out under the
control of army authorities with automobiles especially constructed to cross the sand and climb
up and down the sharp declines.
The plan has been elaborated by an engineer,
M. Kegfesse, to cross the African desert from
Touggourt, the southern terminus of the Algerian Rai\road, to Burem on the Niger, 250 kilo- ~
meters east of Timbuctoo via Ain-Sala, Tanesruft,
Tinzouten and Kidul. The total distance is 3,000
kilometers.
M. Kegresse intends to make the trip with six
automobiles, of which three will conduct the rest
half way. He expects each car to make about two
hundred kilometers daily, so that the complete
journey will take fifteen days. Each car will
carry 600 liters of gas.
Experiments carried out under conditions far
more difficult than those existing in the desert
have given entire satisfaction. The cars are of
the caterpillar type with a rubber band, invented
by the engineer Hinsten.
If successful, the trip will mean the establishment of road communication throughout the
whole of the F1·ench African empire, which will
be enormously important for the future development of that area. The strategic importance is
also considerable, which explains why the military
are closely watching the experiment.
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES
JEWELS RETURNED
card on which to mark the number of the violin
July 4 last, while attending a Wild West tour- which seemed to him or her the 'finest in tone and
nament in Prescott, Ariz., Mrs. Campbell, wife ,general musical quality, and an easy victory went
of Gov. Campbell, had stolen from her a hand- to the moderns.
bag containing jewels. She has just been reThe first selection was a violin of Mirecourt,
turned the most valuable of the jewels lost, in- the second a violin of Nantes. The fam ous Stradclusive of a diamond lavalliere.
They were ivarius was only third, with ninety votes fewer
found near the Prescot t Par k in brush beside the than the winner. Two Guadagnini ca me next,
road by Alexander Bish, ten-year-old son of Je- and the sixth selection was a violin of Montreal.
rome r csidf'nts. Mrs. Campbell, notified of the
This was not the first time the test had been
find, motored to Jerome, where she identified the made, but it was the first time in Paris that
jewelry and libe1·ally rewarded the young finder. modern violins had scored such a success over
makes which were supposed to be unrivalled.
3 WEEKS WITHOUT SLEEP
Five hundred and four hours without sleep.
And at that, the end of three weeks, Earl W.
HAVANA TAXIS RUNNING ON RUM
Pierce, a rancher at Alderwood Manor, near
Seattle, Wash., kicked because his wife made him
The very taxicabs of Havana, it is said, have
go to bed for a fed hours.
recently begun to run on high proof hooch. All
Now Pierce is looking for two jobs. He wants the Fords for hire in the city a r e cruising about
to put in a twelve-hour shift twice each day, with town with gallons of alcohol on board, according
the stipulation that he must have time off for to an individual who insists his information is
his meals.
reliable. The drivers are not bootleggers. They
"Sleep is just a habit," decl ared Pierce recent- are burning the alcohol for fuel, he says, and
ly. "Since man was born it has been his cus- have adopted it because it is much cheaper
than
tom to work eight hours, have eight hours r(lcre- gasolene.
ation and sleep for eight hours. The average
Hooch is about 30 per cent. cheaper than gas,
man waste~ too much time in bed.
according to an oft1cial report of the new laws
"Just rt:>cently I went three weeks without promulgated by the Mayor of Havana.
sleep. I never felt better in my life. I'm now
The Mayor has recently issued a new ruling
looking fer two jobs, one working days and an- providing for a reduction in taxicab fares, so that
other working nights. If allowed time off for the minimum rate is now 20 cents. It is unmeals I feel confident that I can work week in derstood that the rate was reduced at the request
and week out with no sleep whatever."
of "the cabmen themselves in order to increase
During the three weeks' trial at sleeplessness their business as much as possible. Every little
Pierce worked all night as a carpenter in Seattle. ride helps to burn up the alcohol, which is so low
When off shift he hastened home, had breakfast in price that the cost of running a Ford has been
and then worked about his small chicken ranch cut appreciably. It is interesting to note that
until it was time for him to board an interurban the fuel is not wood alcohol, but approximately
car for his job in the city.
the same item in which our Colonial forefathers
"I have never been sleepy in my life," said of New England did such an exceJlent business
Pierce. "I have never known what it is to want in their three cornered trading in molasses, rum
to go to bed. In fact, if my wife didn't force and slaves .
.. me to take a few hours' rest once in a while
For this easing up of the travel tariff of the
I would never go to sleep."
city of Havana · is all on account of the overflow
of blackstrap molasses. This byproduct of fine
NEW VIOLINS BEST
white cane sugar must be disposed of somehow,
Before a very critical audience of music stud- for it threaters to burst the storage tanks and
ents and musicians a new ti·ial has just been glug-glug-glug along the entire surr ounding tercompleted at the Paris Conservatoire of the com- ritory, engulfing acr es of Cuba in sticky sweetparative merits of old and new violins. Let it ness. Nobody wants tq buy that blackstrap for
be said at once that the victory was to the mod- use a s molasses. Fine white sugar for which we
erns.
begged and prayed two years ago is a drug on
Six old Italian violins and six of modern make the market. So the best u se the Cuban s have been
were selected for the trial, among the former able to make of the molasses is to turn it into
being instruments by Amati, Stradivarius and alcohol.
Guadagnird. All twelve were numbered, and lots
Ther e is so much alcohcl that the only possible
wer e cast for the order in which they should be thing they can do with 'it is to denature it and
played. Then in the darkened Conservatoire, be- sEJ l it a s fuel for Ford taxicabs.
fore an audience of critics the player performed
To increase the consumption to the utmost the
on each violin in succession. H e, like the au- municipal authorities of the city of- Havana have
dience, was in the dark and could not know what lowe1·ed the far es. Official notices of this reducviolin he had in his hands; but he played on all tion carry a serious comment about the way in
twelve in succession the same piece of music.
which the Fords are standing up und er this delEach member of the audience had a votin~ uge nf ::i lc,ohol.
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959 Young Wild West ·•Snltlug" the ..;alters ; or, Arietta
and the Denth Chute.
960 .. Trip to Mexico; or, Routing the Hiver U a lders.
Fight on th') Plains; or, How Arietta Sa,·ed tht1
961
Settlement.
at .. Two Spot" Camp; or, 'l.'he Bandits and the
962
Powder Train.
963 " Triple Round-Up; or, Arletta and the Cattle
King.
Catcbing 'be Claim Crooks; or, 'l'be "Bad" Men
964
of Beauty Spot.
Put to Tortu re; or, Arletta and the Apache
9611
Avengers .
966 " and tJJe Deatb Sign; or, Tlae Sccr<'t or Forgotten
Ranch.
967 .. Youn~ \Vild West's Nevadn VengeancP; o:,
Arletta and the l!nried Gold.
Cowt,oy CaYulry; or, Saving thc-8PSi<'g~cl Sol968
diers.
and the o..-erland Express; or, Arietta and tbe
969
"Gun-fighter."
970 " Playing It Alone: or, A Game for Life or Death.
971, " ancl the Dynamite Gang: or, Arl e tta and the
\lobbers of Golden Strip.
Grub Stake; and How It Macle a Fortune.
Death Defianc.,; or, A-r1etta and the Danites.
" In Crookerl Cunyo11: or, The Underground 'l'rall
To No Mnn's Lund.
97G " and '·Maverick Mike"; or, Arietta and the
Hound-Cp
976 " Chasing the Mexicans; or, The "Hurrah" At
•
Hut Head Hill.
977 " AftC'r tbe Den th Band; or, Saving Arietta From
the Secret Cnves.
978 " Saving His rartuers; or , A Hard Fight With
Hedskins.
Figl.Jtlng the Ca.ltlemen; or, Arlette's Branding
979
!llnrk.
980 " nnd the Two-Gun !I-fan; or, Clearing t;p a
Mining Camp .
981 " Prairie Chase: or, Ariettn an<l ti.le Wol! Pack.
982 " Holding the Bill; o r . '.rhe l<'igbt fo r the Cave
of Gold.
1183 " Cow hoy Avengers; or, Arletta and the Mustan~
Roper~.
984 " and .. Veh·et Rill"· or, Ball'llug the Bandit Band.
9811 " Helping the Hunters; or, Arletta aud th'e Grizz' " ·
086 " and the Hnlt - ureed Trailer; or, The White
· Flower of the Utes.
Outlaws; or, Arletta's Hurd-earned
987 " .Attn tb
Vic tory.
P1·ize Claim; or. The Gold of Good-by Guieb.
988
989 " Booming a 'l'o,-,n; or, Ariella nud the Laud
Sharks.
990 " Saving a Ranch; or, Tile Fire Fiends of the
Bar-X Range.
991 " Secret Enemy; or, Arlette's Mine Fight.
992 " and tile Pawnee Chief; or, Routing th<! Renegade Red skins.
993 " Afte r a Bad Euncb; or, Arietta and the Cattle
Crooks.
994 " Plucky J<'igbt· or, Tile Shot That S,wed a Life.
9915 " on tl1e Borde~: or, Arietta Between 1'"'0 Fi r.-s .
996 " Trailing a 'l.'reasure; or, .A Mystery of Olli
Me xico.
997 " Standing a Siege; or, now .Arietta Saved Him .
For sale by all n~\VStlP.alers, or wlil be 8<.'nt to any add rea111 on receipt of pl'ice, 7c. per copy , in money or p os·
tac• stamps, by
HARRY E. WOLFF, Pub., 166 W. 23d St., N. Y,

SCENARI OS

HOW TO
WRITE THEM

Price S~ Cents Per Co1>y

This book contains all the most rrrent chnngrs In the

method of construction and submission of srennr!os.
81::cty Lessons, covering every phase of scenario writi n g. !<'or eale by all N~wsdealers and Rookstores.
It y o u cannot procure n COP)', s~nd us the price,
~ cents. in money or postage stamps, and we w ill
mall you one, postage free. Address
L SENA R ENS, 219 S eventh '-Te., N ow Y ork, N . Y.

OUR

TEN-CENT

HAND

BOOKS

Ueef1d, Instructive, au.d Amuainit. They Cent, ..
Va h1able Information on Almost E,·ec7 Subject
.NAPOLJ,;O.N S ORACULU M AN D DRE A .ll •
N u. 1.
BO O K . -Coutui1uui; Lhe great oracle of b umau d es tiny; ulso tl.Je true weauiug of almost any k in d of
Ureams, tvJ;etller witll cl.u1nus, ceremonies, and c u rio us

g:n1ut:::; ot' cu1·Us.

.No. 2. H O W T O DO TRI C K S.- The great !Jook ot
mai;ic and curd n-,<'l<s, containiug full instrnction on all
tilt, tea0iug ca.rd tricks of the day, also the wost popu lnr
magical i llusious as .perfonnetl Uy our leadiug mngi·
ciuns; every lJoy slwuld_ o!Jtain u copy of this book .
.No. 3. HOW TO FLIRT.-The a r ts nnd wiles ot
nirtation are fu!ly explaiueo \Jy this little book. Besides the ,·u,·ious mell.Jods ot hanclkercl.Jief, fun, glove,
parasol, window and hut flirtation, il contaius a full llst
of the language and sentiment ot flowers.
No. 4. HO W TO I>A.NCE is ti.le title or this ilttle
!Jook. It couLaius full instructions in the art of dancing,
e1iquelte in the uallroow and ut parties, I.low to dres ~.
aud lull directions for calling olf in all popular sriuare
tlu11ces.
N o . o. H O W TO llAKE L OVK- A comi>lete gul da
co love, courl::illip uud marriug·e, gJ.Ying sensible advice.
1·ules nud etiquette to !Je ouserved, with many curio ue
uud interesting tl.Jings nut geu~rnll.v known.
.No. 6. HO W TO llECO,\lE AN AT ll LJ,;'FE.-Givin ll
foll instructions tor Lile use of dumbbel1s, ludlan club s.
parallel iJars, 110rizontal I.Jars ,rn d various other method a
Of d~veloprng a goo0, healthy muscle; containi n g ove r
sixtl' illustrations.
.N o, 7, HOW TO K EEP BIRDS.- lia ndsomely illustrated and t·outa.iuing full instructious fur tile manage meut and training of the canary, mocking bird, bo!Joli uk,
ulackl.Jird, paruc1uet, parrot, e t c .
.No. 9. H O W T O B EC 0 ,\11,; A V ENTJ.U L O<l OIS T ,1:!y Harry Kennedy. i,;,·ery intelllgeut uoy rmdl n g thi s
l>0ok o! iust1·uctious con master tbe art, and create au7
amount of tun fo r himselt and friends. It is the gr<eutest uook eYer published.
HO W T o BOX.- '.rhe ar t o r selt-dcfen s o
.Nu. 10.
Contai n ing over thirty illustrations ot
m"tle easy.
g;ards, blows, and t h e di!l'eren t posi tions of n good
boxer. Bvery !Joy should obtai n one of tllese useful a nd
rnstructive hooks, as It \V Ul teach y o u how to box w lt lf •
out P.ll i n structor.
llOW TO WRITE L OVE-L E T T ERS .-.&.
lli o. ll.
most comp lete little boo1<, containing tu ll .directions for
w rltiug love- letters a n d w he u to use them, g iv tnir s peclmeu ll·lters f.or young aud old.
.N o. lt. H O W '1' 0 W H I T!!: LETTERS T O LADIES.Gi\'111g corn11wte iusnuctions for writlug letters to
ladies on all su!J j e!'Ls : also lett ers of lut r oduction, notea
H ll U

l"C(!Ut-;::.il ~.

:No. 13. llO W T O D O I T ; or, BOOK OF ETIQ UETTE,
- I t ls u great lile secret, and one ti.lat e \'ery young

'l'llere's happines ~
rnuu desires to kuow all auout.
ill it.
:N;,. 14. HOW TO ~l AKE CA.NDY.- A complete band•
book for makiui; a ll kinds of caudy , ice-cream, syr ups,

cs:seuces. etc .. etc.

HOW 1.'0 DO MECHA.!li I C:AL T R ICKS..No. 17.
Coutainmg cuwplete lustructious for J)erfor~ng over
si:nv wccuanica' trick~. Fully illustrated.
.N;,, 18. HOW TO OECO)IE HEA.UTIFUL.- One of
the llrighlest and most \'alunllle little hooks ever given
to tlle world. Bveryuody Wiijhes to know how to be come lleautiful, botl.J male and female. 'l'he secret ls
~imple, and almost costkss.
now TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING
No. 20.
PAltTY.-A curuplete compendium of games, sports,
card diversions, comic recltatious , etc., suitable for parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more
for the money than any hook puulished.
No. 21. HOW TO HU.NT AND lfISII.-The most con.•
plete bunting and fishing guide ever published. It contains full instru ct ions ahout guns, hunting dogs, traps,
trapping and fisl.Jiug, together with description of game.
and fish.

!.!

u:,
i'or Hle lty all new sdea lere, or wBl be Hat
ad4reH on receipt of price, 10c. per ee•y, ..
lty
money or ata111P••

FRANK TOUSEY! Publisher,
168 Wut :Laa Street.
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LI TT LE AD S

Write to Riker & •Ki11g, Advertising Offices, 118 East 28th Street, New York City.
or 8 South Wabasli Avenue, Chicago, for particulars about advertising in this 1nagazi11e.
AGENTS

WE WANT MEN ANO WOMEN WHO ARE -OESI Rous OF !.LAKING $25.00 to $~00.00 PER WEEK
OLE.AB PROFIT from the sta.rt in a permanent bustneSB
of thalr omc MlTCllELL'S MAGIC MARVEL WASRING COMl'OUND wash1!S clothes spo,Uessly ciea.n in ten
to flftecn minutes. One hundred CtU1er usos In evei-y
home.
Nothing else like it.
Nature's ruightlHt
cleanser. Contains no lye, lime, acid or wax. Fa.st.offt
sellloc article over sold through atent.s.
FREE
AAM:1;1LES make •a.les easy. Enonnous repeat orders.
SOU% profit. Exclusive territory. \Ve guarantee sale ot
every vackage.
No C&l,)it..a.l or exDQrience reQ.uired.
Baker, Ohio, mndo $GOO last montll. You ca.n do u
well.
Send tor lmEE SAMPLE and proof.
L.
MlTC!HELL & co .. Desk 347, 130S-lSU E. 6l&t,
Chicago, Ill.
AGENTS-90c. an J10ur to advertise and cllstrlbuto
samploo to consumer. \Vrlte quick for territory and
narticuhus. .Albert Mills, Gen. Mgr., 5193 American
J.l1dg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

AIDS TO EFFICIENCY

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG.

We rovi&o l)Oems,
,vrlte music and guaranwe to secure publication. Subtnlt poems on any subject. Broadway studios, 165C,
Fitzgerald BuUrUnir, New York.

HELP WANTED

WANTEb-1.500 Railway Traflfo Inspectors; no err,e-

PERSONAL -Continued

LONELY MAIDEN, 26, would marry. Write for pieture. Box 150K, SyraC1J,e, N. Y.
SIXTH AND SEVENTH BOOKS OF MOSES. Egyptian
secret&. JJlnck artr, 0L11er rare bookd. Cat&lO&' froe.
Stn.r Book Co.• l~R21, Camden. N. J.
1\1 AR RY:
'fhou!!a11ds concenial peovle. worth from
$1,000 to $50,000 seclcing early marriage, descriptions,
11llotos, introductions tree. Scaled. Either BC%. Send
no money. .Address Stnnda.rd Cor. Club. Gr1.y1la.ke. 111.
GET MARRIED-llest Matrimonial paper published.
Mo.lied FREE.
.American Distributor, S'uite 21'7,
Illalrsville, l'enna.
MARRY--=i!ARRIA GE DIRECTORY with photos and
descr1pUons tree. Pny wllen married. Tho Exchange,
De11t. M5. Kans,ea CILY, Mo.
IF YOU WANT A WEA LTHY, LOVING WIFE, write
Violet. Rays, Dennison, Ohio.
Enclose stamped envelcoe.
MARRY IF LONESOME. Qent1emon'e Mombonihlp 2
months. $1.00; one year. $5.00; Ladles' MembersWp
until married, $1.00.
Copy of Members' Namea•
Addrc!985, 35c. Sweot.hcart3 Club, Jln.rnes City, Jowa.
MAR RY RICH--:- hundred58.mdous:- descript1ve Ust free,
sntista..ction guaranteed. Select Club, Dept A. Rapid
Clt,y, So. Dnk.
MEN-For '1gorous deve1ornnent use .,,,ital Power
Vacuum Ma.ssagor. •• "1"om.lerru11 '"'ite tor tree !older
describing thls remarkable inatrumcnt. w. J . Lynch,
Box 621-A, Sprln1,-Ueld, Ill.
MARRY FOR WEALTH, HAPPINESS-Ilun !lreds Tlch.
attractive, congenial, wllllug to wc<l . :Photos free . 25
years• experience. Mrs. \Varn. 50S Laukorsh..lm Bldg.,
Log Angeles, Callr.
MARRY HEALTH, WEALTH-Girl, 18, worth $40,000;
WldO\'I, 39, worth $60,000; Hundreds wealthJ. Photoz1
-Introductions; Confidential descriptions, Free. R eliable.
Successful.
SUNFLOWER
CLUJ3,
B-300,
CIMARRON, KANSAS.
BEsi':-LARGEST MATRIMONIAL CLUB In Country.
Establt&bC'd 17 Years. Tl1ousands ,vea.H.hy wishing
Early Jifarrlage. Confidential, Fi-co. Tho Old Reliable
Club. Mrs. Wrubel, Box 26,_0akland. Calif. _ _ _ _
WOULD YOU WRITE TO A LONELY GIRL? Address
F. Willard, 2028 Broadway, Chicago, Illtnois.
RICH, YOUNG WIDOW: l)JCtty and nrrectlonnte. Would
marry. S'uite ELEVEN, 10601 Saint Clair, Cleveland,
Ohio.
PHOTOS-Bathing girls art J)()6es.
Sample 10c.
Do1,en $1. Central Bureau. Rox 2:i3. Champaign, Ill.
IF YOU WANT to make friends, write 13e.tty Lee,
28 East Bay Suceet, Jacksonville, Ftorida. Please
enclose st.a.mp.

rlence; train for this profession thru sparo tlme home1tudy: · easy tonns; $110 to $200 monthly and expenses
guaranteed, or money back. Outdoors; local or traveltnu; under big men who reward ability. Get Frco
Booklet, CM-101,
Stanllaru Business 'l'rafning Inst.,
Dutre.lo, N. Y.
RAILWAY MA IL and other Government Clerks needed
soon (men-,vomen }, $1600-$2300. PermanenL Write
ouickly.
Mr. 01..ment, fonner u. s. Government
Ex&zuiner. 149. St. Lou!&.
MEN WANTED to make secret inv&Btlrat.lona and
reJ)Orts.
Experience unuecesu.ry. Write J. Ga.nor,
:J"ormer Qov't Det.ectJ.ve, 132, St. Louis.
BE A DETECTIVE. Ovportunfl]' for men and women
for secret lnvestign.Lioo in your district.. Write C. T .
Ludwtz. 621 Westover Bldi:: .. Rnosas City, Mo.
LADIES WANTED, and MEN. too, tO address eovelopes and mail advertising matter ati home tor large
mail order firms, spars · or whole time. Can make
$10 to $35 wkly. No catiitRl or exoerience required.
Boot< explalna every{hlng; send 10 cts. to cover postage.
etc. Warct Pub. Co., Tilton. N. H.
DETECTIVES EARN BIG MO MEY. Great demand tor
men and women. FasclnaUnc- worlt, Partlculn.rs free.
Write, American Detective System. 1968 Broadway,
Nesv York.
IF YOU WANT MOR[ PAY-BECOME A DRAFTS•
MAN. We teach you Mechanical Drawing at home
1n your spare time; no previous tratnlng roauired. Our
SCIENTIFIC
~a.dua.tes earn $35 to $100 a week nnd more as they YOUR LIFE STD RY In the stars. Send blrtb date and
advtwt"O. Write today for Free Book ''Your Future in
dime for trial rearline-. Sberma.n. Bn:pJd City, S. Dak.
Drafting." Columbia School of Drafting. Dept. 1587,
ASTROLOGY-STA RS TELL LIFE'S STORY.
Send
Wash1ur.ton, D. c.
blrthdate and djme for trlal readln.r. Eddy, Wostpor-t
St., 33-73, Kansas City, Mo.
MANUSCRIPTS WANTE.D
STORIES, POEMS, PLAYS, etc.. are wanted tor publi- CRYSTAL GAZING-THE CRAZE. SEND selt-addl"Clllled
eta.roped envelopo for !reo instructions.
cation. SUbmit M.SS. or write IJterary Bureau, 515
Zanlt:',
Eiannlbal. Mo.
Asbury Park, -N. J.

.

IUIBITIOUS

MISCELLANEOUS

-·

SONGWRITE RS

WRITERS send today tor Free Copy, WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We will com•
America's leadlng magaz.Jno for wrtters ot Pbot.onlays,
music, secure copyright, and print. SUbmlt
9tor1cs. Poems. Songs. InstrucUvf'. helpful. Writer's ooema on any eubfoc t. SETON MUSIC COMPANY,
Dla.. t. 608 Butler Bldg.. Cincinnati.
920 s. Michtga.n Ave., Room 122, Chicaeo.
MAG IC Photo Paver, no camera or chemicals needed, WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We revise poems,
!Oc. Durso. Dept. 39, 25 Afulborry, N. Y. City.
write musl<J and gunranteo to secure l)ublicatton. Submtt poem.a on any i.11b~ert. Broadway studios, 165C,
MISTLETOE, tor Christmas decoration. Send her
box. Price 50c. vostpnld, Eclw. M Jarvis, Box 1381, F1t7'8rald Building, N ew York.
Relt T.ake City, Utah.
STAMMERING
PATENTS. Trademark, Covyrlght-toremos t word frr c. ST-STU-T-T-TERI
NG nnd stammering r11r<'d at home..
Long experi,:mce ns patent soHcltor. Prompt advkc,
Instructive booklet free.
\-Vatt er McDonnell, 15
~harges very rca.•ronable. C'orrespondeftce sottclted. Re- Potomac
nank Riel!.! .. \Vac:hfnrton. n ('
5U!tB procured. J.,fpf?!!"P!" \Y~ <=htn!"tnn D. C.

.

PERSONAL
MARRIAGE

PAPER.

20th yenr.
Big Issue with
descriptions, photos. names ' and a.rl'drcsqes. :15 cents.
No other fee. Sent sealed. Bo::r 226fiR, Boston. Masq.
M EN-Uso the Maglc VIU'uum Massager for strength,
health and stam.!na. Fine nickel-plated instrume11t
sent pref)(lid in plain wrapper for only $3.00. Adam
ll'!sher Mfg. Co.. 229. St. Louls. Mo.
SINCERE LADIES and GENTLEMEN who wlah ID
marry.
Conlldontlal and H~&facl!OO,
BO% TB,
.Arcade Station, Loa An&oleo, Ca.lU.

TOBACCO HABI.T

STOP TOBACCO HABIT. Free Sample Famous Tobacco
Boon. No craving atter first few doses. Dr. Elden.
A-15, St. Joseph, Mo.
TOBACCO or Snuff Habit cured or no pay. $1 ll
cured. R rmedy sent on trJnl.
Sut1erba Co., PC,
:Ratttmore. Mrt
TOBACCO KILLS MANLY VIQOR-Qult easily.

Cigar-

ettea. chewing, amoklng. snuff. conQuered or no charge.
Small aum, It satt.eractmy. S'!.ollO oravlna; harm!-.
Full tro•tmen\ on trial. Perldna Co., 61-A, Halltlnp,
Neb.

BOOTBLAC KS
IN DUBLIN~
OVER A CENTURY AGO
Among the populace of Dublin in
1780 the shoeblacks were a numerous and formidable body. The
polish they used
was lampblack
and e I?; g s, for
which they purchased all that
were rotten in the
markets. 'I' heir
implements consisted of a threelegged f'tool, a
basket containing
a blunt knife called a spud, a
painter's b r u s lr "'
and an old wig.
A gentleman
usually went out
in the mornin,,.
with dirty boot~
or sh0es, sure to
find a shoeblack
i,dtting on his
stool a.t the corner of the ~cr•!~t..
The gentleman
put his foot in
the lap of the
shoeblack without
ceremony, and the
artist scraped it
with his spud
wiped it with hi~
wig and then laid
on his composition thick as paint
with his painter's
brush.
The stuff dried
with rich polish
requiring no fric~
tion and little inferior to the elaborate m o d e r n
fl•lids, save only
th e intolerable
ndors ex h a I e d
from eggs in a
high state of put:r;dity, and which
filled the house
which was entered b e f o r e the
composition was
quite dry, and
sometimes
even
tainted the air
of fashionable
drawing-room s.

INDIANS
CATCH
SALMON
WITH IRON
"GRABHO OK"
The Indians fish
f or salmon with
a "grabhook," a BOYS! BOYS! BOYS!
la rge iron h ook
fa stened t o a pole
YOUR
by a loose cord
Into a t runk,nndor the bed or
three or fo u r feet
anywhere. LotaolFtm fool ing t.he Teacher, Pohce013n or
long. A h ole at
Friends.
t he blunt end of
THE VENTRIL8,
the hook that
of alghi. uae·i ~~~l/=::et:~1r:~~:,t~.9.1:~u~:;!nee&n use n.
slips over the top
.&. 32 PA.GE BOOIL
NEVER FA.TLS,
C
Ol'f VE l'fTRILOQfilSM, lh• Ventrllt and
of t he p ole keeps
\
la!"1!'9 Catal~ of Trlct1 all for
it in place u ntil
ROY. NOV, CO., Dept. 310, 80. Norwalk:, Co•n.
LARGEST and OLDEST Mall Order H ouae Jq Connect1eat.
the fish is h ooked.
flEAOQUARTERS orallthel atMt.Jo lr:e11 Trirb, Non t,,,.11,etc.
Then t he hook i s
p u 11 e d off the QUICK HAIR CROWTH!
p ole and the cord
Box Free To You I
gives the fisherm an a chance to
play his fish, if
necessary, before
it
dragging
ashore.
Would You Like Such a &.ult a& This1
The hooks are
Do you WAD I., free, a trl•l box or Koo•
ltott? that bu proved 1ucce11ru11n 10 many
made by the
b~:osl!::l~~
blacksmith; b u t
Thi• famou, preparation 11 ror d.andrutr, thin·
the poles, about
'ttNESS~ i~::~~~1:e~~ FREE
°iA'
a new balr growth baa been reported wbeo.
twenty feet in
alt eJae had fa.lied. So why not ace for
yo u r11elfl Ko1Vot.L II oaed by men a n d
length, the Inwomeu; U. it perfectly harmless and onen
at.art, hair grawth in a few d.aya. A.ddrcu 1
.
dians make them- Koskott Laboratory, KA-375, Station F, New Yori<, N. Y.
selves of red fir.
Taking a rough
(NEW BOOK ) Tells bow t o Get
piece of dry wood
Acquainted; How to Begin Courtship
of the required
How to Court a Bashful Girl; to Woo a
Widow; to win an Hcires1: bow to catch.
length, they paa Rich Bacb~lor; how to manage your
tiently work at it
beau lllmalcehlmrropasc;how to make
with drawsh ave
your fellow o r gir love you; wha t todo
before and after the wedding, Tells
and knife until it
other tb log! ne cessary for l,o•e t'S to
is the right size
know, Sample COJ'Y by mall JO oento,
·and tapered to .B0 1AJ. BOOK CO,, Box 20° So. Norw&lk. f:0.11.Q,
suit the workman. Then it is THROW
YOUR VOICE

l1THROW
. VOICE

10

1111
~~~r~°.1Ik~::~::;wttaa8X:

HOWTO MAKE LOVE

usually hardened

Under th e table, in to a

Trunk. down Cellar or
in the coals beanywhere. Our lessons
fore putting on
VENTRILOQUiSM
in
teaches you. With our
t h e cord, which
they braid themVENTRILO
selves.
( fits in the mouth a n d
If a pole should
cannot be seen) you
imitate Birds. Anibreak, as it often
mals, etc. without
does, the broken
?riI;i'!~urt0a~d b~iJ';· of
p arts are lashed
JOKES hv mail for 10c, 1 ••
t o g e t h e r with
:;. ,i1••
A R D EE C O .,
st ring, p i t ch is
Box 105, Sta1!1for d, Ct.
smeared over and SONG , v.RITERS.- It you want good, o r igmelted by being inal, snappy melodies, try mine. Rent KICK
rubbed with a hot in ever y one. Poor words MADE GOODgood ones MADE DFJ'l.".rER. Send poem fo r
s t o n e, w h i ch free
criticism. Hesitate nnd you lose.
m ak es the nole as
L YLAJI CASE
4'22, 149S B r oadway, Dept. 22, N e w Yo rk
ite
u
S
strong as before.

PRICE

10

c ...

L. .

• O•LV-BJG FuN

C:. Yon M.pparentl7 see thru Clothes, Wood,
~ Stone, a ny oWect. Bee Jlonee Jn F l ~
A 1 'lrtok No-.elty .t'B!:E ,.1th eaoh x .n,.,-,
A
Nl!W HAVEN·, CONN.
MARVEL MFG. CO~ D&Dt. 13

'9I

Stop Using aTruss
Yes, • top It., y ou kno•
b yyour own ex per:lenco

1t 1s only a make-shift.

a false prop agaJns t a
coll apsln1twall, and that
ft fs undermining your

t~~!~-0 ~~:r l~;n~~~~

:e~n~etti~af,Ire':o~ce~

torturous trusses can be
thrown away forever,
and it's all because
Stuart'• PLA!'AO•PADS

1: ~t:,'e..";,~!1J:.1~~
~;
made self•adhesive pur·•
0

posely to prevent slippln11 and to al!ord an

arrana-ement to hold tha

parts securely in place.

N C> STRAPS•
BUCKL ES OR
SPRINGS
ATTAC HED,

~:~~l

chaV8 :~

9 1

press against thll

pubic bone.
Thou•anda h ave t reated t he m•elve• 1n the priv.acy of
the home, and report most obstinate case9 cured-no
delay lrom work. Soft a• velvOt- eaay to a p p l y-lnex•
penalve. Process ot recovery ts natural, so afterwards
no use for trusses. Awarded Gold Medal International
EXJ>0&ltlon, Rome; Grand Prix:, Paris. Write us today to
prove It by send'"" TRIAL PLAPAO, FREE. Address.

Plaoao C o. 2185 Stua rt Bldll, S t.Louts .Mo.

BIQ VALUE for. IO Dis.
6 Songs, words 11nd music • 25 Pic-

tures Pretty Girls;40 W a_ysto Ma ke
Money ; 1 J oke Book; 1 Book on
I,ove; 1 Magic Book; 1 Book Letter
Writing; 1 D ream Book a nd For•
tun e Telle r ; 1 Cook Book; 1 Bast!!
Ball Book, gives rules for games ; l
Toy Maker Book; Langua ge o(
Flowers;! MorseTelegraph A lpha_bet ; 12 Ch e mical Experiments;
Mars A ge Table; Great North Pola
Game · 100 Conundrums; 3 P uzzl~s·
Alf
12 Games; 30 V erses fo r Autograp h Albums.
t he above ~.Y. mail for IO eta. and 2 eta. pooca-ie,
BOJ AL SA.LJ!;S CO., Jlox 404, South Norwalk, Co1111a

1g!.~Jl~:.g~.t9.~·!f.~!!~?!~~.t:!~-~~~
LMly Bboutd M.....,, B •r n .. 11 to maka btm PropOM Jhnlap.
•Bow toOatob • &lobB"1)1\or. ••Bow to WJn. tb• Fnor ofLadl.._
P0 8T PAI O

4bc tlq...,._,, 6o. .&Uau)J.c .. k,U)fulto1oHH. 10C

W AUll l 'V B . CO., T i lton, N, H ,

III
Actual Reports ofSecret Service Operator38

H

ERE is someth,P.g money can't buy. More fascinating than detective stories. Confidential
reports of a real operator-No. 38-to his Secret Service Bureau, headed by the most famous
detective in America. Absolutely Free. No cost. No obligation. Don't fail to send for them.
Make $5,000 to $10,000 a Year
They may point the way to Big Money for you.
See how the modern detective works. Read
The unfilled demand for trained Fin~er Print men Is
increasing daily. Opportunity is waiting for YOU. No
these inside stories of the solution of great
time to lose. Send today for these reports, also our big
• mysteries. See what possibilities this-most fas·
Free book on Finger Prints. Gives all particulars and
cinating and eventful of all professions offers
success stories of our graduates. Brilliant future ahead
·
you it you act now.
of
to you-and how you may fit yourself for it.

Be a Finger Print Expert
To command the highest fees, the Secret Service
man must. also be a Finger Print Expert. These reports show why. This profession may be easily learned
at hom~~Jn your spare time. Wonderful opportunity
in this 1.mCROWDED, PROFITABLE field.

Special Offer-Limited Time

Ever1one gettinw tbcae Free Reports will also receive my
Spec.Jal Offer of a Profee1ioual Finger Print Ootfl.t, absolutely

1Wiig~~t~T~ie~:k, ~JYepe~:id :ci':tft0~tr~O::a:tt 3::a
0

1

,~e~rts~
anS Prepaid. Don't delay, and perhaps forget. Do this rig-ht now.

T. G. COOKE, Pres., University of Applied Science

Dept 1090

1920 Sunnyside Avenue, Chica11:o, Illinois

rlllflllllHIIIHIUH llll llll1UflllUUllllll111111111111UUIIIIUIIHI III IUIIUIIIIIIIII

Cases of 12 Famous
Finger Print Experts

1920 Sunnyside Avenue, Dept. 1099

·============:: :

Stories and pictures of real
crimes solved by Finger Print
evidence. Pictures and life
stories of famous experts
- many, graduates of my
school. True facts, but
better than fiction.

Also Sent Free ~
Send the Coupon..--..~

Cbica11:o lliioola

T. G. COOirn, Pres., UnJve!'Slty of Applied Science

~~~s:: ~~~~t~~~k ·:nd 8~~:i~nr~::
:?l~p::ai;~~~
Detection and your Special Outfit Offer. It J1 fully understood
that 1 asaame no oblie-atioo.
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Adffe•1 ................................................... •· •••••••
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